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REDESIGNED 25mm FIGURES
for the Macedonian and Punic Wars

INFANTRY

PB 1 Macedonian Infantry Officer with Standard
PS 2 Macedonian Phalangite - Pike Advancing
PB 3 Macedonian Hypaspist
PB 8 Greek Mercenary Hoplite Advancing - Attic Helmet
PB 9 Mercenary Peitast with Pelta
PB 10 Mercenary Peitast with Thureos
PB 11 Thracian Peitast
PB 12 Rhodian or Agrianian Slinger
PB 13 Staff Slinger
PB 14 Cretan Archer

PB 15 Aetolian or Agrianian Javelinman
PB 16 Javelinman with Crescent Shield
PB 18 Persian Officer with Regimental Standard
PB 19 Persian Royal Standard Bearer
PB 20 Persian Infantryman of the Cardaces
PB 21 Persian Archer
PB 22 Persian Slinger
PB 23 Armenian Archer
PB 24 Syrian Archer
PB 27 Indian Archer
PB 28 Indian Javelinman
PB 30 Indian Elephant Howdah Occupant
PB 32 Successor Phalangite - Pike • Advancing
PB 38 Roman Velite
PB 39 Roman Hastatus
PB 40 Roman Princeps or Triarius Advancing
PB 41 Roman Princeps or Triarius At Ease
PB 42 Roman Standard Bearer
PB 43 Carthaginian Infantry Officer with Standard
PB 44 Carthaginian Citizen Spearman
PB 47 Numidian or Moorish Javelinman
PB 48 Libyan Javelinman
PB 49 Libyan Spearman
PB 50 Spanish Caetratus
PB 51 Spanish Scutarius
PB 52 Balearic Slinger
PB 56 South Gaulish Swordsman
PB 57 South Gaulish Javelinman
PB 58 Macedonian Phalangite - {Pike Upright) (at ease)
PB 59 Successor Phalangite - (Pike Upright) (at ease)
PB 60 Greek Mercenary Hoplite - (at ease) - Attic Helmet
PB 61 Greek Mercenary Hoplite - Advancing - Pilos Helmet
PB 62 Greek Mercenary Hoplite Advancing - Boetian Helmet
PB 63 Carthaginian Citizen Spearman (at ease)
PB 64 Macedonian Officer/Standard Bearer
PB 65 Macedonian Musician
PB 66 Greek Mercenary Officer/Standard Bearer
PB 67 Greek Mercenary
PB 68 Persian Officer
PB 69 Musician

PB 70 Successor Officer/Standard Bearer
PB 71 Successor Musician
PB 72 Roman Officer/Standard Bearer
PB 73 Roman Musician
PB 74 Carthaginian Officer/Standard Bearer
PB 75 Carthaginian Musician
PB 81 Artilleryman with shot on Stretcher
PB 82 Artilleryman Firing Gun
PB 83 Artilleryman Winding
PB 84 Artilleryman with Large Bolt
PB 85 as 39 but at ease position
PB 86 Greek Mercenary - Pilos Helmet - ease position
PB 87 Greek Mercenary - Boetian Helmet
PB 88 as PB3 but at ease position
PB 90 Indian Infantryman with spear
PB 91 Indian Infantryman with club

WHEN IN LONDON VISIT

MINIFIGS SKYTREX (UK) LIMITED

13 GILLINGHAM STREET. LONDON S.W.I

RIDERS
PBC 4 Macedonian Companion Cavalryman
PBC 5 Thessalian or Thracian Light Cavalryman
PBC 6 Thracian Light Cavalryman with Sarissa
PBC 7 Dahae Horse Archer
PBC 17 Camel Archer
PBC 25 Persian Armoured Cavalryman
PBC 26 Persian Unarmoured Cavalryman
PBC 29 Indian Cavalryman
PBC 31aJavelinman i

PBC 31bJavelinman [-Elephant Riders
PBC 31cMahout I
PBC 33 Cataphract Cavalryman
PBC 34 Selucid Light Cavalryman
PBC 35 Camel Rider

PBC 36 Successor or Italian Light Cavalryman
PBC 37 Successor or Roman Heavy Cavalryman
PBC 45 Carthaginian Noble Cavalryman
PBC 46 Numid^n Light Cavalryman
PBC 53 Spanish Medium Cavalryman
PBC 54 Spanish Light Cavalryman
PBC 55 South Gaulish Cavalryman
PBC 76 Thracian Officer/Standard Bearer
PBC 77 Persian Officer/Standard Bearer
PBC 78 Selucid Officer/Standard Bearer
PBC 79 Successor Officer/Standard Bearer
PBC 80 Carthaginian Officer/Standard Bearer
PBC 89 as PBC4 but with sword (not spear)

HORSES
A  1 Persian Horse Galloping
A 2 Half Armoured Cataphract Horse Reining Back
A 3 Indian Horse Galloping
A 4 Numidian Pony Galloping
A 5 Spanish Horse Galloping
A  6 Horse of any Nations Galloping
A  7 Roman 1st/2nd Century Horse Galloping
A 8 Moorish Pony Galloping
A  9 Sassanid Half Armoured Standing
A 10 Roman 5th Century Horse Galloping
A 11 Horse of Any Nation Galloping
A 12 Full Armoured Cataphract Horse Standing
A 13 Hunnic Horse Galloping
A 26 Persian Horse Galloping
A 26aPersian Horse Standing
A 27 Half Armoured Cataphract Horse Trotting
A 28 Indian Horse Galloping
A 28alndian Horse Standing
A 29 Numidian Pony Galloping
A 30 Spanish Horse Galloping
A 30aSpanish Horse Standing
A 31 Horse of any Nations Galloping
A 31aHorse of any Nations Standing
A 32 Roman 1st/2nd Century Horse Trotting
A 32aRoman 1st/2nd Century Horse Standing
A 33 Moorish Pony Galloping
A 34 Sassinid Half Armoured Walking
A 35 Roman 5th Century Horse Trotting
A 35aRoman 5lh Century Horse Standing
A 36 Horse of any Nation Walking
A 36aHorse of any Nation Standing
A 37 Full armoured Cataphract Horse Standing
A 38 Byzantine Half Armoured Horse Galloping

ARTILLERY PIECES
A.FA. 1 Ballista 55p
A.F.A. 2 Catapult 75p
A.F.A. 3 Field Ballista 35p
A.F.A. 4 Siege Catapult £2.40p

CATALOGUE 75p

HORSE 15p

RIDER lip

MINIATURE FIGURIMES LTD
1-5 GRAHAM RD, SOUTHAMPTON Tel:20855



raHINCHLIFFE MODELS LTD.
LkiAJ MELTHAM, HUDDERSFIELD, ENGLAND HD7 3NX

FIRST EQUIPMENT FOR
75mm COLLECTORS

75mm Equipment (75/)
75/A Early field piece 1580-1650 - £12.00
75/B Heavy gun limber (suitable for 75/A) - £5.00

NEXT IN SERIES
French Napoleonic 8 pdr and 12 pdr guns

Equipment (25/)
25/CC Dowel sided baggage wagon - all periods - £1.20
25/CE Small catapult with sling. Roman to

Medieval - £0.70

25mm
One Piece Casting (OPC)

OPC 6 French Line Infantry Colonel
0PC19 British Hussars trooper
OPC20 British Hussars Officer

0PC21 British Hussars trumpeter
OPC22 British Hussars standard bearer

OPC23 American Civil War Union Colonel

OPC24 American Civil War Confederate Colonel

Equipment Groups (EG)
EG30 British Napoleonic Coehorn Mortar Party. 4 men carrying

mortar, 1 officer, gunner with rammer and bucket, gunner
carrying powder barrel, donkey with shot load. - £1.20

EG33 Light Renaissance baggage wagon, shields arranged on
top cover, driver on seat, two horses in tandem - £1.65

EG44 Horse drawn two wheeled powder cart. 16th -19th
century - £1.20

FIRST OF A NEW 80mm SERIES

PLANNED EDITIONS EACH MONTH

80mm Figures (80/)
80/1 American Civil War Zouave Sergeant 14th New York
80/2 Wounded Confederate soldier

£4.50
EACH

WATCH OUR COLUMNS

FOR EXCITING NEW RELEASES

The HinchUffe Handbook £2.00 from your retailer or £2.20 direct. Price List 12p.

recommend HUMBROL
AUTHENTIC
MILITARY COLOURS for all our products

Our manufacturer in the U.S.A - Heritage Models Inc., 9840 Monroe Drive, Building 106, Dallas, Texas 75220
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A WARGAMERS selection from
MINDEN BOOKS

NAPOLEON: THE LAST CAMPAIGNS
by Lt. Col. James Lawford.

This book looks at Napoleorfs war of survival after Moscow. New maps and
diagrams show the strategic moves of Napoleon and the Allies, and how they faced
each other at Dresden, Leipzig, Brienne, Montmirail, Ligny, Quatre Bras and,
finally, Waterloo. The author is senior lecturer at the Royal Military Academy,
Sandhurst, and is an expert on the Napoleonic period. E6.95 plus 86p p. & p.

NAPOLEON'S CAMPAIGNS IN MINIATURE
by Bruce Quarrie.

In this wargamers guide to the Napoleonic Wars, Bruce Quarrie, editor of 'Alrfix
Magazine', describes the main campaigns and battles, the organisation and
uniforms of the main armies, how to scale down miniature armies, fighting
campaigns, and provides a revised version of the well known Airfix rules.
£4.95 plus 54p p. & p.

ARMIES OF 1812 — THE FRENCH ARMY
by Otto von Pivka
A highly detailed account of the French army and its allies during the invasion of
Russia in 1812, including full uniform information, Orders of Battle, numerous
maps, graphs, and Illustrations, many in colour. £7.95 plus 54p p. & p.

BATTLES OF THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR
by Curt Johnson and Mark McLaughlin.
Twelve major battles of the war are described in detail and illustrated with maps and
diagrams, contemporary documents, drawings and photographs. There are
biographies of 24 generals, and a concise history of the war. £6.95 plus B6p p. & p.

THE ARMY OF MARIA THERESA
£6.50 plus 66p p. & p.

THE ARMY OF FREDERICK THE GREAT
£6.50 plus 66p p. & p.

by Chris Duffy.

In these two definitive works, Chris Duffy examines the organisation, tactics,
formations and leadership of the Austrian and Prussian armies during the Seven
Years War. The text is supported by line drawings, charts, diagrams and detailed
battle plans.

RENAISSANCE ARMIES

by George Gush.
Describes the organisation, equipment, flags and tactics of all the major armies of
the renaissance period from 1480 to 1650. Profusely illustrated.
£4.25 plus 54p p. & p.

THE CAVALIER ARMY
by Brigadier Peter Young and Wilfrid Emberton.

A comprehensive account of the recruitment, training, dress and equipment, tactics
and campaign life of the Royalist army in the English Civil War. Fully illustrated.
£6.75 plus 54p p. & p.

THE SELEUCID ARMY
by B. Bar-Kochva.

The organisation and tactics of the Seleucid armies from 312 to 129 B.C. together
with accounts of their major campaigns. Includes troop formations and frontages,
weapons and uniforms, recruitment and training. £5.50 plus 54p p. & p.

THE GREEK ARMIES
£2.95 plus 54p p. & p.

THE ROMAN ARMIES
£2.95 plus 54p p. & p.

by Peter Connolly
These two books describe the organisation, tactics and dress of Greek soldiers
from the siege of Troy to Alexander the Great and Roman soldiers from ffie
Republic to the Empire. Colour illustrations on every page.

THE ARMY OF THE CAESARS

by Michael Grant.
A penetrating study of the Roman military machine up to 476 AD and its role in the
Empire. £8.50 plus 66p p. & p.

ATLAS OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR

Edited by Brigadier Peter Young.
250 maps illustrate every aspect of military operations on land, sea, and air.
Photographs and a comprehensive text support the maps. £7.50 plus 86p p. & p.

PANZER — THE ARMOURED FORCE OF THE

THIRD REICH.

by Mathew Cooper and James Lucas.
Describes the ever-changing organisation of the Panzer Divisions, their vehicles
and equipment, and their tactical use; illustrated with detailed campaign studies
from different stages of the war. Maps and photos. £4.95 plus 54p p. & p.

PANZER ARMY AFRICA

by James Lucas.
The war in the desert described from the German side. The men and their
equipment; their allies and commanders; tactics and terrain: the course of the war.
Illus. maps & photos. £6.95 plus 54p p. & p.

JANE'S WORLD ARMOURED FIGHTING VEHICLES
Edited by Christopher F. Foss.
The most comprehensive work on modern AFVs in the English language. Gives
detailed specifications and development history of every known AFV in the world,
including many still in the development stage. Covers the full range of AFVs from
main and light battle tanks, APCs and self-propelled guns, mobile anti-aircraft
systems, engineering and recovery vehicles. 480 photos - many of which are
published for the first time. £7.95 plus 86p p. & p.

THE SAMURAI — A MILITARY HISTORY

by S. R. Turnbull.

This is the most authoritative account of Samurai life and warfare to be published
outside Japan. Illustrated with contemporary prints and paintings most of which
have never been previously published in this country. £8.00 plus 86p p. & p.

Ordering Instructions
Write stating which titles you require enclosing CASH WITH ORDER.
Add on the amounts of postage indicated but orders over £15 in value are sent post free. Allow two weeks
for delivery.
Overseas

Please pay by either sterling cheque or I.M.O. or write us a cheque in your own currency adding 75p to cover
our bank charges. Allow suitable time for delivery by surface mail.

MINDEN BOOKS
9 MARKET PLACE, MILDENHALL,
SUFFOLK IP28 7EF

Tel: Mildenhall 714115



To mark the re-publication of
The Anatomy of Glory, Arms and Armour Press present

a

NAPOLEONIC
symposium
on Saturday 25 February 1978, 9.30 am to 5.30 pm

featuring

David G. Chandler on 'The Napoleonic Art of War'

Charles Grant on 'The Imperial Guard in Action'

War and Peace: the second half of this epic Russian film, including
the invasion of Russia, Battle of Borodino and the retreat

from Moscow

The Napoleonic Symposium will be held at the Commonwealth Institute,
Kensington High Street, London W8. Admission will be by ticket only,

available at £2.50 each by post from Arms & Armour Press,
2-6 Hampstead High St., London NW3 IQQ.

David G. Chandler will be available to autograph copies of
The Anatomy of Glory.

The Anatomy of Glory
Napoleon and His Guard: A Study in Leadership
By Commandant Henry Lachouque; translated by
Anne S. K. Brown; With a new Introduction by
David G. Chandler.
The glory of the Imperial Guards resounds above all others in the annals of war. Created,
built and nurtured as a bodyguard for Napoleon, it grew from a brigade of less than two
thousand men into a virtual army, and became 'a human fortress which no one but he could
dominate and no enemy could penetrate'. And, on such battlefields as Austerlitz, Jena,
Friedland, Wagram and Waterloo, it won the laurels of undying fame.

Written by France's foremost historian of the Napoleonic Wars, Commandant Henry
Lachouque, and translated and adapted by Anne S. K. Brown, this sumptuous work is en
hanced by over 180 illustrations, including 86 plates in full colour.
This new printing from the second, revised edition of Lachouque's master-work will be

especially welcomed by students of Napoleonic history. The plates alone are uniquely valu
able as a source of uniform colours and style, and the text provides the definitive history of
an 61ite body of men. With its vivid narrative and lavish illustrations, The Anatomy of
Glory can lay justifiable claim to be one of the most magnificent books on military history
ever published. (And, when you see the book, you will understand why it has been fetching
up to £60 on the second-hand book market.) The critical acclaim that greeted it upon its first
publication provides ample testimony to its reputation:
'This dramatic account of the birth, life and death of the fabulous Impierial Guard tells a

stirring story in English for the first time.' Leo Gershoy in The Saturday Review of
Literature.

'No one but the most presumptuous who wishes to know about the Imperial Guard can
afford to ignore this astonishing compilation. The illustrations alone ... are reproduced with
a clarity, a beauty, and technical perfection which no one can fail to admire.' Journal of the
Royal United Service Institution.
'This sumptuous book . . . can yield rich rewards to any reader interested in the fabric of

leadership. It is a delight to look at and a pleasure to read.' Hanson W. Baldwin in The New
York Times.
'. . . Not the well-worn history of conquest and defeat, but of the grognards themselves,

marching through readable pages.' W. A. Thorburn in History Today.
'Anne S. K. Brown has used her knowledge of French history and uniforms to render

Lachouque freely and vigorously. Napoleon just happened to be fallible. But the superb
apparatus of his fallibility is gorgeously recalled in this volume.' The Scotsman.

\0\6 in X in; 756 pages; 189 illustrations and maps including 86 in full colour; £14.95 net.

The most famous book on the Napoleonic Wars,
now available for the first time in over a decade.



Heroics & Ros Figures
specialists in 1 j300th scale

Heroics & Ros Figures are manufactured in high-quality tin-iead aiioy-

NEW! Modern AFV's: FRANCE: AMX-1ORC;
GERMANS: Leopard 2AV, Luchs 8x8 A/C;
ISRAEL: L-33 155 mm SPG;
USA: M-88 ARV, M578 Light ARV.

WORLD WAR II MICRO-AFV's
Pre-coloured card cut-out Landing Craft (LCT4). Pack of 5 for 60p

German

Panzer I I B

Panzerl l F

Panzerl l Flamm

Wespe
Lynx
Panzer III J

Panzer III M

Panzerlll N

StuG III G

Panzer IV D

Panzer IV F1

Panzer IV F2

Panzer IV H

StuG IV

Jagdpanzer IV
Hummel

Nashorn

Panzer 38(tl
MarderlllSd 139-

Marder II H

Hetzer

Panther D

Panther G

Jagdpanther
Tiger I E early
Tiger I E late
Tiger II Porsche
Tiger II Henschel
Jagdtiger
Elefant

Brummbaer

Sturmtiger
Hanomag Sd 251/1 B
Hanomag Sd 251/1 D -
late version

Sd251/10 + 3,7 Pak
Sd 251/1 6 Flamm

OstwindAA separately {5p) JSII
\A/irbelwind AA Rommel personality set JSIIi
Opel Blitz with Rommel, staff ISU122
Opel Blitz with office body officer, despatch riders ISU152
O

ISU 152

pel Maultier softskin and half-ti
Kubelwagen (6p) MelOSG
Schwimmwagen (6p) Fw 190 D
BMW + sidecar (6p) Ju 87 B (1
Bussing Nag truck Ms 129(1
RaupenschlepperOst MeBfllO
SdKfz222 Me410(1
SdKfz231 Fw 189(1
SdKfz234/1 DFS230(
SdKfz 234/2 Puma Gothaglid
Protz tractor Me 163(1
Kettenkrad (6p_l BR57ArrT
SdKfz 10 Locomoti\
SdKfz 11 Armoured
SdKfz 7 10.5 cm ir
3.7 Flak on SdKfz 7 Flak (25p)
Flakvierling on Sd 7 Panzer 38
Pak 35/36 + crew (20p)
Pak 38 +crew Flatcarfoi
Pak38+crew (lOp)
Pak 40 + crew Panzerdra
Pak 43/41 + crew trolley
Pak 43 on cruciform trail Straight track (Bp)
+ crew Curved track (Bp)
7.62 Pak 36 (r) + crew Do217E(^p)
10.5 cm howitzer + crew Ju 52 i45p)
1 5 cm howitzer + crew Me262(15p}
1 7 cm howitzer + crew

8.8 Flak 37 + crew

7.5 cm G36 mountain gun USSR
+ crew BT-7

7.5 cm infantry gun T34/76B
1 5cm inf. gun+crew T34/760
Nebelwerfer + crew T34/85

and half-track (25

10.5 cm in turret a
Flak(25p)

p)
Me109G(12p)
Fw190D{12p)
Ju87B(15p)
Ms 129(l5p)
MeBf 1 10(15p)
Me410(15p}
Fw 189(15p)
DFS230glider{15p)
Gotha glider (25p)
Me163(12p)
BR57 Armoured

Locomotive (30p)
Armoured wagon with

T-26B

BA-10

BA-32

BA-64

T-70
GAZ-AAA

GAZ-60

JAG-12

GAZ-67 (6p)
Katyusha on Studebaker
Katyusha on GAZ
M42 45mm AT + crew

M41 57mm AT + crew

M44 100 mm AT + crew

nd 3.7 M39 76.2mm field gun h

locomotive (30p)
Armoured wagon with
T34 turret (20p)
Flatcar(IOp)
Straight track (Bp)
Curved track (Bp)

UNITED KINGDOM

Tetrarch

Honey
Grant

Sherman M4A1

Sherman Firefly
Matilda

Valentine II

Valentine IX

Archer

Bishop
Churchill Ml

ACV Dorchester

ACVAEC

Crusader AA Mk 1

Crusader AA Mk2

2 pdr portee on Chevrolet
6 pdr + crew
2 pdr+ crew
1 7 pdr + crew
25 pdr, limber & crew
5.5 in howitzer + crew

7.2 in howitzer + crew

Bofors 40mm AA gun

M1B Hellcat

M4A3 Sherman

M4A3E2

M4A3E8
M4A1 dozer

M10

M36

M26 Pershing
M7B1 Priest

M12 155mm SP

M3 halftrack

T19 105mmGMC

Morris 6 x4 Bofors tractor M3 75mmGMC

Quad tractor

Scammel tractor

Bedford QL

Fbrd (Canada) 1 5cwt
iruck

Chevrolet 1 6 cwt

M31/37 122mm field gun Churchill AVRE (12p) H 2p)Bedford QLwith office
Ch

crew
Panzer 38(t) on flat car M31/37 122mm field gur
(20p) + crew
Flat car for mine defence M38 152mm howitzer +
(lOp) crew
Panzerdraisine rail patrol M31 203mm tracked

h

Churchill SBG bridgelayer Chevrolet 3 ton

owitzer + crew Deacon

Russian standing artillery Scorpion Flail

urchill Crocodile (12p) body
Churchill ARK (12p) Bedford OY 3 ton GS
Ram Kangaroo (12p) Chevrolet Petrol Tanker
Churchill Carpet Layer Scammel Tank
Deacon (12p) Transporter

B
crew separately (Bp) A9
Russian kneeling artillery A10
crew separately (Bp) A13
57<nm ATon Komsomlets Crusader II

Sd 251 rocket launcher Karl tracked mortar (1 5p) KV1
Arm'd Maultier Rocket German standing gun KV2 P
Launcher crew separately (8p) SU85 V
Sd250 German kneeling gun SU 100 L
Sd 250/9 a/c crew separately (8p) T28(12p) ^
BIV Funkienpanzer Mountain gun crew T35(15p) P

Ros Micro-AFV's and modern period micro-tanks are ali
10p except where marked.

Heroics Figures In 1/300th scale are 70 pence
per pack of 50 Infantry, 20 cavalry or 6 guns.

MODERN PERIOD MICRO-TANKS

SU76

SU-37-1 AA

Komsomlets

Stalinets

GAZ-AAA + quad AA
MG's
Polikarpov 1-16 (12p)
11-2 Sturmovik (12p)
Pe-2

Yak-9(12p)
La-5 (12p)
MiG-3(12p)
Russian Armoured

Crusader III

Cromwell

Comet

Challenger
Sherman Crab

Sherman DD

Marmon Herringtbn
Humber Armoured car

Daimler Scout Car

Daimler Armoured Car

Universal Carrier

Sexton

Wasp flame-thrower

ritish kneeling
artillerymen separately
(8p)
British standing
artillerymen separately
(Bp)
Spitfire IX (12p)
Hurricane II (12p)
Mosquito FB VI (15p)
Typhoon IB (12p)
Horsa (25p)
Hamilcar (^p)

USA

M3 Stuart

M5 Stuart

M24 Chaffee

Jeep(6p)
LVT Buffalo

Greyhound MB
Sludebaker 2\ ton truck
Sherman Calliope
Weasel

M4 High Speed Tractor
Dodge Weapons Carrier
DUKW

Studebaker Gasoline

Truck
White Scout Car

3 in AT gun + crew
75mm Paclchowitzer +

crew

105mm howitzer + crew

1 55mm LongTom + crew
Ml 6 SPAA

American artillery crew
standing separately (Bp)
P51 D Mustang (12p)
P47 D Thunderbolt (12p)
P40E Kittyhawk (12p)

ITALIAN

M13/4p
Semovente 75

CV L6/40
Semovente 47/32
47/32 AT gun 8k crew
Fiat G50 Bis (12p)

NEW! WW2: ITALY: AUTO B LIN DA 41 ; CVL 3/35
aS4.'155mm Ml HOWITZER AND CREW;

GERMANY: MARDER II

1/300th SCALE FIGURES 70 pence packs.
MAR 10 L

SOVIET

7-72 Tank
T-62Tank

T-55Tank

T-55 dozer

T-55 mine clearer

T- 10M lank

PT-76 light tank
BMP-76(BMP-1I

MICV
BTR-40P with Swatter

BTR-60PB APC
BRDM-2 APC

BRDM-2 with Sagger
ASU-85 SPgun
UAZ-469 jeep
8M-2 1 Rocket

Launcher

ZSU-2J-4SPAA

ZSU-57-2 SPAA

D-30 122mm howitzer

+ crew

M55 152mm howitzer
+- crew

M55 100mm AT gun +

BTR-50APC

BMD ParatroopAPC
BM-14 towed rocket

launcher + crew

GAZ-69 jeep
URAL-375 truck

SA-6 Gainful AA missile
5A-9 Gaskin AA missile
SA-2 Guideline AA
missile
M1974 122mm SPG

ASU-57 SPAT gun
GAZ-69 + Recoilless
rifle

FROG-7 artillery missile
on launcher truck
MiG:i7n2p>
MiG-19(15p)
MiG-21 (15pl

MiG-23(30pl
MtG-25 Foxbat (30p)
Su-7115pl
Su-9l30p)
Su-15(30p)
Yak-28(30p)
Mi-8 Hip(30p)
Mi-24 Hind (1 5dI

USA

M60A1 tank

M60A2 tank
M48A2 tank

M551 Sheridan light
lank

M60A1 dozer

MIISAPC

Ml 13 i- lecoillessrifle
M113 * TOW AT
missile

M!63VulcanSPAA

M730 Chaparral SPAA
missile system
M106 mortar carrier

M114 recce vehicle

M728 Combat
Engineer Vehicle
Ml 10 SP howitzer

M107 SP howitzer

M109 SP howitzer

Commando armoured
car

XR31 1 High mobility
wheeled carrier + TOW
M41 Walker Bulldog
light tank
M42 Duster SPAA

M548 tracked carrier

Honest John missile on
launcher truck

Hawk AAmissileson

M548 launcher

M577 command
vehicle

Dragon light AT missile

set of three

Huey Cobra gunship
(ISpl
Bell Iroquois (1 5p}
Skyhawk (1 5p)
F104 Starfighter (15p)
F4 Phantom (25pl
F1 11E(25p)
F14ATomc3t I25p|
Ft5Eagle(25pl

ISRAEL
Super Sherman

SWEDEN

S-iank

1 kv-91 light tank

Jaguar (1 5p)
Harrier {1 5p)
Buccaneer (30p)

GERMAN

Leopard A1
Leopard A2
Leopard A4
Marder MICV

Gepard SP AA
Jagdpanzer Hakete
missile carrier

Jagdpanzer Kanone SP
AT gun
Spz-11-2APC
Spz-12-3 APC
Milan light AT missile
set of threeUNITED KINGDOM setofthree

Chieftain

Centurion

CenturionAVRE FRENCH
FV432APC AMX-30iank

FV438 Swingfirc AMX-13 light tank
launcher AMX-1 3 SS1 1 AT
FV432mortar missiles
FV432 +Wombat AMX-13 ̂ HOTmis-
FV432 + Rarden siles

FV432 + Cymbeiine AMI H-90 armoured
radar car

Chieftain Bridge Layer (20p) EBR-75 armoured car
Abbot SPG
Saladin armoured car
Saracen APC

Fox armoured car
Ferret armoured car

Ferret 2/6 AT missile
carrier

Scorpion light tank
Scimitar light tank
Striker light AT missile
carrier

Spartan light APC
Rapier AA missile

AMX-30 155mm
howitzer

AMX-30 Roland AA
missile launcher

AMX-10APC
AMX-10 + H0TAT

missiles

Jeep with Entac AT
missiles

Milan light AT missile
launcher (set of 3)

Mirage IIIC(15p)
Jaguar(15p)

NAPOLEONIC PERIOD
MFN 1 7 Napoleon, Marshals
FRENCH NAPOLEONIC GUARD
UNITS

MFN5 Grenadiers of (he Old Guard

MFN20 Chasseurs a Pted of the Guard
MfN7 Horse Grenadiers
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MFN12 Hussars
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BRITISH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
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MBN1 British Infantry
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MBN4 Riflemen
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MBN 10 British Hussars
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M8N9 Horse Artillery
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MBN13 Brit. Wagons
PRUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MPN1 Musketeers

MPN2 Jagers skirmishing
MPN3 Dragoons
MPN5 Prussian Uhlans
MPN4 Artillery
AUSTRIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MANl Austrian Musketeers

MAN2 Austrian Grenadiers
MAN3 AustrlanJagersskirmishing
MAN4 Austrian Cuirassiers

MANS Austrian Artillery
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RUSSIAN NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MRN1 Grenadiers

MRN.5 Pavlov Guard

MRN2 Jagers skirmishing
MRN3 Cuirassiers
MRN6 Cossacks

MRN4 Artillery
BAVARIAN UNITS

MGN1 Savarian Infantry
POLISH UNITS
MWN1 Polish Infantry
MFN2 Lancers

SPANtSH NAPOLEONIC UNITS
MSN1 Spanish Musketeers
MSN2 Spanish Grenadiers
MSN3 Spanisfi Musketeers skirmishing
MSN4 Spanish Dragoons
SECOND WORLD WAR

GR1 German Infantry
GR2 German Ir^fantry Support

Weapons

GR3 German Paratroops
GR4 German World War II cavalry
GR6 Afrika Korps
BR1 British Infantry
BR2. Brilisii infantry Support

Weapons
BR3 Briiish Paratroops
BRA SthArmy
SRI Russsian infantry
SR2 Russian infantry Support

Weapons
SR4 Russian World War (I cavalry

USRI United States Infantry
iJSR2 United States infantry Support

Weapons
MODERN PERIOD

Ml NATOinlanlry
M2 NATO infantry Support

Weapons
M3 Warsaw Pack Infantry
M4 Warsaw Pack infantry Support

Weapons
ANCIENT PERIOD

ROMANS

MAR 1 Roman Legionaires
MAR2 Romans attacking
MAfl3 Roman Light Infantry
MAR4 Asiatic Archer

MAR5 RomanCavalry
MAR6 Roman War Engines
MAR7 Praetorian Guard

MAR6 Eouites Singularis Guard Cavalry
MARS Western Auxiliary Archers

MAR 13 Late Period
Legionaries attacking

ate Period Legionaires
MAR 11 Late Period Heavy Cavalry
MAR 12 Roman Generals. Tribunes
BYZANTINES

MAS 1 Byzantine Heavy Infantry
MAB2 Byzantine Armoured Cavalry
MAB3 Byzantine Heavy Cavalry
MAB4 Byzantine Light Cavalry
MAB5 Byzantine HorseArchers
MAB6 Byzantine Foot Archers
BARBARIANS '

MA11 Dacian infaniry (includes
spearmen, rhomphlae. archers

MAI 2 Visigothic infantry
MA 13 Hun Cavalry
MA14 Gothic Cavalry
MAI 5 Sarmaiian Caiaphracts
MAFI Gaulish Infantry
MAF2 Gaulish Cavalry
GREECE

MAG 1 Greek City Hopliies
MAG2 Successor Phalanx
MAG7 Phodian Siingers
MAG6 CretanArchers

MAG3 Greek Cavalry
MAGS Successor Cavalry
MAG4 War Elephants
MAGS Spartan Hopiites
MAG9 Peltasis
MAG 10 Macedonian Hypaspisis
MAG 11 Thracian Light Cavalry
PERSIANS

MAPS Persian Immortals

MAP2 Persian Archers

MAP3 Persian Spearmen
MAP4 Persian Horse Archers

MAP6 Mounted Persian Spearmen
MAP7 Persian Armoured Cavalry
MAPI Persian Chariots
MAPS Persian Scythed Chariots
SASSANIDS
MAS 1 Sassanid Levy Spearmen
MAS2 Sassanid Archers

MAS3 Sassanid Clibinarii
MAS4 Sassanid Cataphracis
MASS Sasssnid Light Cavalry
MASS Sassanid Elephants

NEW

MAI 6 Ancwfit-British Chariot

MAI 7 Ancient British Infantry
MAI 8 Ancient British Cavalry
MA19 Arab Camelry

(Seleucid-Palmyran)

MAILORDER Legionaries attacking
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LAND BATTLES
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Ancient Wargames Guide (Airfix) f1.40p
Gladiatorial Combat Rules (Paragon) 50p
Symwar Caesars Conquests 85p
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Napoleonic (L.W.S.) 60p
Napoleonic Rules for 1 /300 scale
G.W. Jeffery 60p

1685-1845(W.R.G.) £1.20p
'Voltigeur' Napoleonic Rules
(D.Millward) £1.05p

American Civil War

(Confederate High Command) 75p
W.W.I. Land Rules(Skytrex) 75p
W.W.2 Rules (No. 1 Wargames
Command) 90p

Armour/Infantry Action
1925-1950 £1.20p

Micro-Warfare-Ground Forces W.W.I I

(Skytrex) 65p
Symwar W.W.II Rules 85p
Symwar Modern Rules 85p
Symwar Maps (10 types
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1950-1975 Armour/Infantry
(W.R.G.) £1.20p
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20th Century Skirmish Rules
(Paragon) 50p

RenaissanceRules(W.R.G.) £1.20p
Middle Earth Fantasy Rules £1.05p

NAVAL BATTLES
Greek Naval (W.R.G.) 85p
Greek Naval Warfare (L.W.S.) 75p
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World War 1 Naval (Skytrex) 65p
World War 2 Naval (Davco) 65p
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Galactic Warfare Rules 60p
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by Dave Milward
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Egypt & Assyria £2.70p

Armies & Enemies of Ancient
China £3.50p
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Wargames Campaigns £1.85p
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FRENCH WW2
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NEW

ARMIES OF FEUDAL EUROPE
By Wargames Research Group
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Richelieu 2 1943 Battleship 30p

Dunkerque 2 1940 Battlecruiser 30p

Algeria 1 1932 HeavyCruiser 30p

Suffren 4 1927 Heavy Cruiser 30p

DuguayTrouin 3 1923 Light Cruiser 25p

LaGalassoniere 6 1933 Light Cruiser 26p
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EDITORIAL
Benefits derived from wargaming would seem ' ^ V \\raL

tQ lae so apparent as to oTsviate repetition, tjut
there is one tangible asset derived from our hohhy
that rarely seems to he commented upon, perhaps a/ ' Ik (ill
because it is so obvious or else through its n f y \l VJi \
universal rather than militaristic nature. I am /ffl (i^ / / yh.n, \i
referring to that prime aspect of life which often / J.jlaj I ^ // ' /TTf, ) U-^V " ^
makes hardships bearable and brings humour into IWJ) / ' r A /b\i /tf 8a\
grim situations - comradeship. Indeed, on reflec- /''/o/z / fi
tion perhaps 1 incorrectly remarked that it had no / V
military connotation because where more does one XT' / o J \
find true comradeship than within the tightly-knit 'ragfir —P. e 1
ranks of a regiment? The very fact that a group i
of like-minded enthusiasts regularly or inter- Pll jHf
mittently gather together to pursue their hobby JVK
establishes a basic foundation of comradeship. ' -jWb \Ljf
When the same group meet regularly for weeks, ^ j
months and even years then little further proof
is required that wargaming is the catalyst which
has united their easy yet competitive bonds of friendship. On this the second day of the New Year I
launch euphorically into this subject because my thoughts are stiil warm with the memory of what is
locally known as the "day after Boxing Day punch-up", when each year the same 8/10 wargamers meet at
my house and fight a large-scale wargame that lasts throughout the day.

For some weeks beforehand I had been planning the game that was hoped would engage us for some
eight hours - usually I give a baptism of fire to some new army which has been laboured upon during
the previous year - in 1976 it was my Ansar (Dervish) army led by the Mahdi, who attempted to prevent
the Desert Column reaching Khartoum. This year we branched off in a completely new direction in that,
for almost the first time in any of our recollections, we fought a World War Two wargame - a mini-
Arnhem which was almost forced upon me as the means of employing the 60-odd boxes of Airfix, Matchbox
and Atlantic 20mm plastic figures that 1 had painted up for the photographs in my recently published
book "Wargaming Airborne Operations" (put out in December by Kaye and Ward and obtainable through
this magazine and bookshops). The rules were of a most elementary type but did not let us down; how
ever, we attempted to use too many figures - with a parachute force dropping at one point; two
separate glider-borne forces coming in elsewhere and attempting to link-up with two more road-borne
tank and lorried infantry columns - opposed by German infantry and gun positions at one point; local
garrisons with pill-box defences in other areas, plus a providentially-arrived Parachute Division upon
whom the gliders landed. Then there was a re-fitting Panzer Division a few kilometres off the tablel
Well, those gliders that managed to land without being destroyed did so right on top of the tough
German paratroopers who never looked back after their "free" game-move of firing whilst the airborne
troops gathered themselves and their weapons; the garrisons at the bridge held up the armour as it
attempted to come over hindered by a glider that crashed right in the middle of it, whilst the para
troopers on the high ground succeeded in immobilising one gun emplacement but were beaten off from the
other. As we digested our lunch (an astonishing assortment of Christmas leftovers washed down with
beer and wine) we realised by about 3.30 that the British attempts had failed and that there was little
point in continuing the battle. So, with an affability enhanced by the alcohol, we rapidly cleared
away all the World War Two figures and equipment and replaced them with Prussian and Austrian troops
of the 1866 campaign and soon a fine Horse-and-Musket battle was taking place, fought to some very
free-and-easy rules which allowed us to finish by 6.30. Neither of these battles were the best we
have every fought, but they were certainly enjoyable and the cameraderie that existed among the eight
of us was beyond price.
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FREE VARGAMES vs. RIGID ¥ARGAMES

Paddy Griffith

In last Decemljer's num'ber of the Newsletter Donald Featherstone made some very flattering refer
ences to my thoughts on both realism and the use of rules in wargames. Perhaps 1 could take this
opportunity both to thank him, and to say a little more about them.

•  realism in wargames? It means that the players experience a "willing suspension of dis-Deiiei I.e. that they feel they are in some way actually present as witnesses of a battle. This
depends a great deal on the imagination of the individual, although it can be helped along by aesthe-
tic aspects of the game, and by the smooth flow of the game mechanics. 1 do riot propose to elaborate
on this, except to say that the more you know about a particular historical period, the more critical
you will tend to be.

This brings us to the second definition of realism in wargames, which has much more to do with
historical accuracy. To be realistic, our model armies must receive orders, manoeuvre, fire and come
to close combat according to accurate historical data about these things, as far as we can establish

^1"'+ establish statistics about, for example, the damage to be expected from a battalionmusket volley, then we have a basis upon which rules may be written. The trouble is that the more we
go into these things, the less confidence we have about our ability to say anything accurately about
past battlefield tactics. Some Napoleonic regiments scored an average of 30^ hits at target practice

average battle targets; yet in real battles many authorities tell us that less than one ner
cent of shots hit anything. The contrast is therefore quite staggering between what was possible in
controlled tests, and what was truly applicable on the battlefield. And this is with something as
easily quantifiable as musketry! When we get down to morale, drill movements, and "bayonet attacks"
we are completely floundering amid a mass of contradictory evidence and the reticence of observers.
The fact is that no one really knows what actually happened at a tactical level in a Napoleonic infantry

m' Jio more than one book has ever been written entirely about this subject (Colin'sLa lactique et la Discipline dans les Armees de la Revolution" - Paris, 1902^ so if we want to make
our wargames accurate, we will have to go a lot further than the normal published sources. Cynics
might even say that we really know much more about the activities of Hobbits, Dragons and Trolls than
we do about historical battle tactics.

All this means that any attempt to translate historical tactics into a set of rigid rules will
automatically fail to get it quite right. We just do not know enough to reduce the Napoleonic battle-
iield to a set of mathematically-based rules. We can go a certain distance towards accuracy, but not
lurtther. If we ignore this fact, and make a complete set of rules, then we must accept that at some
point they will become inaccurate and misleading. Each mistake in the rules will contribute to further
mistakes later on: and the more complex the battle being fought, the more the inaccuracies will multiply
and feed on each other. ^ •'

The trouble is that mathematical sets of rules are too rigid to reflect our doubts about what
really went on. You can only make a mathematical set of rules when you have decided upon precise
values for command reaction times, for musketry, morale, and the results of attacks, etc. If you do
not really know the true values for these things, then any mathematical set of rules will automatically
be wrong, no matter how near you think you can approximate to the truth. It is one thing to have a
hunch that on average a battalion volley "might hit about fifty enemy soldiers"; but quite another to
write out a complex firing table in which the average score always works out at exactly fifty. If we
are honest and historical, we must hedge our bets more than this, and be rather more vague.

How, then, can we make an accurate wargame? We have already said that it is strictly impossible
to pt everything right at the level required by mathematical sets of rules, because they demand too
much knowledge which we simply cannot possess. All we can hope to do is get things VAGUELY right as
far as we do know them. In other words, we should not really use a mathematical set of rules at all
but rely simply on our own vague ideas about how the battle tactics should develop. This means taking
each and every situation on its merits, in all its complexity, and making a separate individual judge
ment upon It In this way we can avoid the rigidity (not to mention loopholes) of strictly mathemati-
ca rules. we are not forced to follow the rule hook into ridiculous extremes which the rule maker
can never have intended nor foreseen. Whenever a situation arises which calls for an answer, then we
can step right in and make up the answer on the spot so that it fits into everything else we know
ahout the period. Ve will thus fight a "free" wargame rather than a "rigid" one.

This is the old nineteenth century officers' wargame, where the two playing teams tried to outwit
each other by military knowledge alone; not by knowledge of some set of local rules. Arbitration was
done by an umpire who had as much military knowledge as, if not more than the players. He would not
try to take the game down to petty mathematical details, but could keep it on generally right linesT If
individual decisions seemed unrealistic, the arbitrary umpire could always compensate for them or
correct them later, and ensure that one mistake was not multiplied into others.

Modern players who are used to competitive games will no doubt object that this system is TOO
arbitrary - that there is no guarantee that the luck will be evenly spread between the two sides. But
in what wargame is this ever true, apart from those between players with loaded dice? It was certainly
never true in real war that both sides got equal luck. The battle was often swayed by the leader who
could inspire other people most effectively. In a wargame with an active umpire both players would be
competing to inspire HIM, as much as they would be manipulating tactical evolutions.

Many modern wargamers also fight shy of "free" wargames bexause they are too modest to take up the
role of umpire themselves. They have an idea that only a complete military genius can really act as
an umpire in a game without rules. In the first decade of this century, indeed, no less a military
histerian than Sir Charles Oman himself was a regular umpire of the Oxford University O.T.C. games.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 13



"ALTERNATIVE" WARGAMING

Andy Callan

Preface;

As a student I often come Into contact with people who aspired (with varying degrees of success)
to base their lifestyles on such ideas as 'self-sufficiency', 'small is beautiful' and the other basic
tenets of the 'alternative society's' creed. Now as 1 tend towards moderation in all things 1 was
never entirely won over to such a viewpoint but 1 did come to appreciate the arguments in its favour.
1 believe that, unlikely as it might sound, myself and fellow wargamers might have something to learn
from such ideas! Certainly, if the correspondence in the wargaming press is anything to go by, there
•is today a considerable body of opinion in open revolt against the hobby's 'establishment'. The
hobby thus already has a radical wing so, true to the spirit of the Left, 1 thought 1 had better write
a  'political' pamphlet! 1 am not being entirely serious, of course, nor entirely flippant, but 1 do
hope that what follows succeeds in being thought-provoking.

Take a look at wargaming in this country and you see the modern world in microcosm. Business
interests (in this case the figure, game and rule manufacturers) are the most powerful bodies within
it and can effectively control the direction it takes. Individual wargamers are like any other con
sumers, responding to sales drives and the prestige of an established brand name, and coming to rely
upon commercial operations to supply all they think that they need. Confirming such organisations in
their positions are the 'scientists' and 'theoreticians' of the hobby,, whose views (accepted as gospel
truth) establish a theoretical framework or 'philosophy' of wargaming within which only the familiar
commercially manufactured product (for example the 25(-t-)mm figure, a particular rule format, or the
hexboard) is acceptable. As the world of the hobby (both from the producer's and consumers' viewpoint!)
becomes more and more competitive an elaborate bureaucracy and legal framework develops' within which
individual enterprise becomes stifled. The wargame as pleasant pastime or social gathering, wholly
appropriate to a more easy-going age of laissez-faire hnd amateurism, seemingly has no place on the
more ruthless contemporary scene. Some expansion upon these pointfe is clearly necessary.

1. Manufacturers:

While acknowledging that most companies producing wargames materials are run by wargames enthusi
asts we must also accept that they are also business enterprises. That is, their motives are not
wholly altruistic since sales policy must reflect the need to make a profit. As an example, consider
"built-in obsolescence" in wargames figures. How many wargamers, like myself, found their painstaking
ly assembled armies of Airfix, Hinton-Hunt, and Alberken/early Minifig 20mms suddenly rendered obsolete
by the introduction of the 25mm figure. Manufacturers nowadays seem to re-design their figures with
increasing rapidity so that often, a year or less after buying a unit it is impossible to procure com
patible reinforcements. Moreover with each re-modelling figures seem to grow bigger. '25'mm figures
produced now are bigger than the long established Spencer-Smith 30's (maybe, in time, my 20's will be
useable with some future allegedly 15mm scale!)

Admittedly, all this is to a large extent the wargamer's own fault. He often prefers decorative-
ness to functionalism. Two examples:- (a) A firm called Springwood Models, about 4 or 5 years ago,
produced a range of 20mm Napoleonic figures - very cheap, made in hard plastic, and all in a uniform
marching position, in short, absolutely ideal for wargames purposes. They appeared to cease produc
tion after only a year or so, probably because they could not supply the superfluous variety that to
day's pampered wargamer demands. (b) The 5iiun regimental blocks, i.once produced by Minifigs, again a
brilliant concept, perfect for wargames - cheap, very effective looking and offering an exciting,
alternative style of game - apparently could not compete, in the eyes of the market, with the exquisite
but expensive Heroics 6mms. The quest for one-upmanship through more detail and thus easier painting
has apparently blinded the wargamer to the fact that his armies should only be aesthetically pleasing
insofar as this does not interfere with functionalism. The 20mm scale was introduced specifically for
wargames, since 5^4's or 30's took up too much room to enable a large battle to be fought on a reason
ably sized table. Today's wargames rules cannot cope with large battles anyway so perhaps it is not
coincidental that figures are getting bigger.

2. Consumers:

Mr, Cronin's article on 6mm armies in the October Newsletter includes a graphic illustration of
my view of the average wargamer as a gullible consumer. He tells us how he has paid out on Heroics
Grenadiers^a-Pied command strips, using the mounted officers to make a Horse Grenadier regiment and
how he is still rather unsatisfied since the figures lack sword, portmanteaux and carbines. FOUR
POUNDS. Remember the scale! Surely the whole point of miniturisation is that it enables one to build
up realistically sized armies at reasonable cost. With the old regimental blocks he could have done
the same job for about 20p. And surely with a little initiative and a modicum of knowledge of con
version techniques the desired result could have been achieved with less expenditure. Wargamers seem
to be getting lazy, relying utterly on mass produced figures and accessories. With everything now
available 'on a plate' there is less personal commitment involved in raising a wargames army. Figures
or rules are now something to be discarded when one is tired of them or when something new has appeared
on the market. Is it then surprising that there is such a large wastage rate among newcomers to the
hobby?

Can manufacturers really claim to be fulfilling the public's needs or are those 'needs' stimulated
by advertising and media coverage? Is it not often the case (in all fields) that popularity is
achieved by appealing to the lowest common demominator? Do any of us really like the peculiar anatomy
of onemanufacturer's figures or the ever increasing size of another's? Or do we buy what we see because
we see what we buy?



The role of technology;

Any hohhy has Its elder statesmen, or Gurus. It also has its rising stars, careerists and whizz-
kids. Wargaming is in the peculiar position of having had its elder statesmen pensioned off and dis
missed almost before they had established themselves. The whizz—kids and careerists rapidly coming
to dominate the embryonic wargames 'scene' in the late 60's imposed a system of values onto it which
seem to reflect those of the time. For example, stimulated perhaps by the requirements of the ambi
tious and competitive 'go—getters' of the hobby — only one type among a broad range of wargamers —
wargames rules aspired towards quantification in all things, and military effectiveness was hence
forward to be defined in terms of long tables of points values. Over-confidence in the 'white heat
of technology' was reflected in the way wargames increasingly came to reproduce a clash between
'weapon-systems' rather than human-beings. Sets of rules based on such an outlook, (largely 1
suspect) because they were voluminous, professionally produced, and employed an esoteric and impressive
sounding jargon, achieved an eminence in wargaming circles which on merit alone they perhaps did not
deserve.

Secondly, however valid such 'technological' promises might be when applied to contemporary or
even future warfare, their relevance to pre-technological periods is at least questionable. Unfor
tunately the Base Size/Points-Value/Reaction Test/Casualty Chart 'style' of wargame or "conflict
simulation' is seemingly aspiring to a quasi-religious orthodoxy which is expanding to fill all avail
able historical space.

(in fact one might even question such a system's application to contemporary conflicts. The re
port in the October Newsletter on "Origin's 77" expressing the American admiration of the British-
style 'conventional period wargames' made me think. Considering the American performance in Vietnam
one might wonder whether this is not a back-handed compliment! In wargames terms, possibly, the Viet
Cong won because they refused to fight on a board/battlefield, would not accept equal points values/
odds, moved and fought according to different rules, and placed their trust in morale rather than
hardware. Andrew Wilson in The War Game (originally The Bomb and the Computer) - absolutely essential
reading for all wargamers - reveals how the American military chiefs misinterpreted the value of their
extensive wargames and tried to "game the ungameable". How much real war there is in any wargame must
remain a vexed question, but we should never over-estimate our ability to reproduce such a complex
human ac tivi ty).

It is my firm belief that directly as a result of this 'technological' approach wargaming has
taken on an intolerant, dogmatic face, which frightens both the newcomer and the more 'easy-going'
among wargamers and drives them into the camp of the cowboy, troll and Dalek-mongers. The hobby's
public and intellectual respectability, so carefully fostered over the years, is vanishing overnight.

So much for my critical analysis of the modern wargames scene. What, if anything, do 1 offer as
an alternative? Well, as a basis for discussion try the following five point programme.

1. Small is Beautiful:

1 contend that it is absolutely impossible to fight a Napoleonic battle worthy of the name using
25mm figures and commercially available rules. A Napoleonic battle with 40,000 men a side, on a field
four miles x 3 miles, lasting six hours would, at 1:33 need about 2^ thousand figures, at 1 inch = 10
paces would need a table over 60 feet x 40 feet, and with 1 move reproducing 30 seconds of action (the
weakest point of most rules) would logically need over 700 moves! In short, in the conventional war-
game all the most important aspects of a battle, numbers, distance, and time are all wrong.

A successful reconstruction is only possibly by thinking small. For numbers you can do this by
(1) Upping the figure:man ratio, or (2) thinking of a battalion as one fighting 'block' rather than
600 men or 18 figures. For distance you can miniaturise - pick a scale suitable to available space.
For time you can get easy-to-run 5 or 10 minute moves by drastically pruning your rules of all un
necessary minutiae. Make them concise but strong on important points. Delay is perhaps the most im
portant factor of all - the relative efficiency of two armies' staff and organisational arrangements
usually decides the outcome of any clash between them.

Complex rules are appropriate only to small actions. Concise rules only to major battles. Never
confuse the two.

2. Avoid the Perils of Consumerism:

Do not bother trying to keep up with the wargaming Joneses. There is always going to be somebody
with more time or money than you. Beware of the "Jackdaw complex". Buy only what is to be of i
immediate use and what you know you can paint/make use of fairly soon. Hoarding is obsessive and
pointless.

3. Aspire towards Self-Sufficiency:

Make use of commercially available products but do not depend on them - the supply might dry up
at any time. (incidentally although they would probably have a legal case 1 cannot see how, morally
speaking, a manufacturer could object to an enthusiast 'pirating' a model the manufacturer has 'phased
out'). If you can make your own, so much the better. When 5mm blocks went out 1 found a substitute
in matchsticks and now have Ancient, E.C.W.^ Napoleonic and Jacobite Rebellion armies based on this
system which make a nice show and give a good game. Similarly, my l6th century Mediterranean galleys
are made out of linotile, pins and sheet plastic. In fact if you choose your period and style of war
fare properly, you can fight out whole actions or campaigns with pencil and paper. l6th-18th century
sieges, or large campaigns in any period are particularly well suited to this.

In short, when starting out, do not spend money unless you really have to. Use a cheap substi
tute until you are sure that you are going to continue in that period. Beauty is in the eye of the
beholder.

CONTINUED ON PAGE



ARE WAflGAMERS OF VALUE TO MILITARY SOCIETIES?

I notice in the last issue of "SOLDIERS OF THE QUEEN", the magazine of the Victorian Military
Society, that my old friend Doug Johnson displays at some length his disquiet at the Society Chair
man's statement in the previous issue, which seemingly rather disparagingly dismissed wargamers as
heing of small importance within their ranks. I too noticed this hut perhaps because I did not feel
that Major Peter Walton their Chairman carried enough weight in the wargaming world to make his views
of much value, 1 did not enter the fray. However, as it is likely that only a minority among you are
members of the Victorian Military Society, elsewhere in this issue I am repeating relevant points from
their Chairman's statement and Douglas Johnson's rebuttal. Because of lack of time this is being done
without permission from the Victorian Military Society whom 1 trust will pardon my presumption and
accept that it is better to be abused than ignored! Perhaps we might get another controversial
correspondence going in the Newsletter on the points raised! Unable
to publish all of the statement and endeavouring not to take words out of context, this would seem to
be the relevant section.

"Our members' interests are wide: some are authors, some are modelmakers and modellers, some are
wargamers, some are simply collectors of history as others are of match box labels. But whatever the
reason, each really seeks to know what really happened, what people really felt, what they actually
wore or carried - and why - all those years ago. To satisfy that demand must be our aim. We can do
this, individually, by following up our own private lines of interest to the extent of our resources
and then publishing the results of our research. It has been said that the object of all research must
be to publish it, and 1 believe this to be utterly true. I believe we must set ourselves the highest
possible standards because in this way we shall achieve the most valuable results, attract the most
able people and thus enrich our shared interests the fact is that, our real achievements will be
displayed in the journal and our reputation and success will depend on it almost alone. The modellers
and wargamers among you may be disappointed. If at first sight you are, it may be because you do not
accept that you are first of all historians. There can be no models (as opposed to toys) and no
effective wargames without a basis of history, or recorded experience. This is what the Victorian
Military Society seeks to discover - it cannot also fpster the uses to which you put the knowledge you
have acquired. As you know better than I, there is already a proliferation of interest groups and
publications on what are essentially secondary activities."

Paramount in the field of Colonial wargaming and the in-depth research that is required to authen
tically carry it out is much travelled American Douglas Johnson, who has lived in Sudan, understands
Arabic and probably knows as much about the Egyptian War of 1882-85 and Kitchener's Dongola Expedition
of 1898, plus a deep and accurate knowledge of the Mahdi, the Khalifa and the Ansar armies than anyone
else 1 know. His letter is published in full -

"1 was more disturbed than disappointed with the Chairman's Statement in Issue 10. There is a
condescension bordering on contempt for modellers and wargamers which must not go unchallenged. 1 am
a wargamer, though not a very active one but 1 am also a professional historian. Though I have been
engaged in colonial historical research for some years, I do not consider ray wargaming or my painting
of figures as secondary activities. In fact 1 would have very little interest in researching uniforms
if I was not trying to reproduce them in miniature. Nor would I be so interested in researching the
composition and conduct of various armies if I were not trying to build my own and send them into
action.

In my experience as editor of a colonial wargames magazine that was in existence several years
before the founding of the Victorian Military Society, 1 emphasised the need for historical articles
based on sound research. I did this because colonial wargaming needed solid and reliable information
with which to organise armies and devise rules. Twelve years ago when I brought out my first publica
tion, colonial wargaming was in a sorry state, far below the standard of my other periods of wargaming
like the Napoleonic Wars, the American Civil War or modern wars. It was in a sorry state because few
wargamers knew of the details of colonial wars or of their complexity. Battles tended to be between
an undifferentiated mass of "tribesmen" and a small "stalwart" band of Europeans. It was to raise the
standard of wargaming that was the immediate aim of the historical articles. Coupled with that research
was the attempt to implement it on the wargames table. Very soon practical problems arising out of
wargaming gave new directions to research.

Major Walton seems unaware of the impetus that wargames have given to the research of colonial
military history. In devising rules and fighting battles, we are faced with a series of questions that
have to be answered. We have to know the tactical :;e.ap.abilities of the armies we recreate. Thus we
have to know just how good were the Ansar jihadiyya as marksmen. How good was their system of supply
and how did it affect their performance? Could they operate as skirmishers? (An essential question
to answer for any reincarnated Mahdist commander who is tempted to screen his spearmen from the pro
longed fire of his opponent). The activities of the Society's own Zulu War Study Group can be taken
as a case in point: the problem of the ammunition cases at Isandhlwana becomes crucial. If the British
did not lose Isandhlwana by accident through faulty supply of ammunition, what aspects of Zulu warfare
that contributed to the Zulu victory can be incorporated into Zulu War rules?

I would suggest that though we may all be concerned with seeking "to know what really happened,
what people really felt, what they actually wore or carried — and why," wargamers are often concerned
with a different set of problems than many other "Collectors of history". They are concerned because
they have to be. A wargamer may be interested in buttons, cap badges and belt buckles, but he won't
spend too much time researching them because they have little applicability to his wargame. (I make
a possible exception for "Skirmish" wargames where popping buttons and unfastened buckles can impair
one's reactions!) Similarly the button-badge-buckle collector is unlikely to spend much time research-

those soldiers like the Zulus, Mahdists, Pathans, etc., who have nothing to offer his speciality.

The questions our wargames raise result in our research. The wargames we fight, the figures and
dioramas displayed at Society meetings are illustrations of history, demonstrations of what we are all
interested in. The contribution of wargames through the interest and articles of wargamers can be
easily seen in this journal. A number of well-known wargamers have been regular contributors. The
research for my own article on Mahdist jibbas would not have been undertaken if I did not have figures
5f Ansar to paint. Nor would it have been so systematic if I did not have a Mahdist army to raise.



The numher of other "interest groups and publications on what are es'sentially secondary activi- 13
ties" that the'Chairman refers to, do not specialise on Victorian and colonial militaria. It is for
this reason that those of us who are figure collectors or wargamers (and we are very often both) have
joined the VNS. I hope that the statement that the Society "cannot also foster the uses" to which we
put our knowledge does not presage the decline of the Society's own Figures and Wargames Study Groups.
Wargamers cannot be expected to contribute to a journal if their activities are discouraged or derided,
if the Society, through its journal, cannot foster these activities, then it must cease to be interested
in the knowledge they produce. Knowledge and the use of knowledge cannot be so easily separated.

Yours sincerely, Douglas Johnson."

Any comments?

THE MODEL ENGINEERS EXHIBITION 1978

In past years a marked feature of this Exhibition has been the predominance of model soldiers,
militaria and wargaming. But this year the model engineers struck back and not only were their stands
larger and more numerous but those of the model soldier firms were relegated to a side gallery and the
wargame demonstrations were stuffed into small rooms so that they resembled the smoke-enshrouded
bargaining rooms at an American Presidential convention! On reflection, this situation might have
occurred because the cost of stand-space may well have been within the reach of the larger engineering
and tool manufacturers whilst beyond that of the smaller commercial model soldier concerns.

Even so, it was nice to have my annual reunion with a lot of old friends and to see some faces
from the distant wargaraing past. Most of the stands were so besieged that it was almost impossible to
get close enough to exhange even the shortest conversation. I did talk to John Walker whom I knew best
as one of the partners with Skytrex but now running ASGARD MINIATURES (Sales) Limited and the
Nottingham Model Soldier Shop. Another old friend who has made a change is Alan Caton who, after nearly
20 years with Tradition, is now in partnership with Derek Cross in DEK MILITARY MODELS, 71 Vaughan Way,
Leicester LEI 4SG. Their beautiful collectors pieces "All the Queen's Men" are most impressive pieces
of work - even the Battle Honours can be read on the flag carried by one figure! Perhaps of greater
interest to wargamers are the sets of Regimental Badges in miniature cast in relief on yth"

square mounting plates and available in sets for British Guards, Infantry and Cavalry of the 1900
to 1918 period plus present-day badges and those for Gurkha Regiments and specialist units, also an ex
tensive range of badges of the Royal Navy. Alan tells me that they are shortly issuing similar sets of
badges for units of the Napoleonic Wars, including French - this opens up possibilities of these beauti
fully designed replicas being used as wargames markers, either on table-top terrains or in board war-
gaming. The HINCHLIFFE stand was again an exciting place of beautifully painted figures and equipment,
presided over by John Hinchliffe and the beaming Peter Gilder who proudly showed me their latest siege
tower, baggage wagon and a painted model of the 75mm cannom about which I have rhapsodised in this
month's "Must List". Neville Dickinson and Peter Manning were gallantly fighting off small boys on
their stand but had enough time to show me an impressive 25mm model of the A.7 naval gun used in the
Boer War. From genial Lynn Sangster on the HISTOREX stand I bought a copy of Volume 1 of the Funcken's
book on Armies, Arms, Armour and Uniforms of the Age of Chivalry - quite breathtaking in colour and saw
the chess pieces mentioned in this month's "Must List". Elsewhere at the Exhibition I saw an exciting
forecast of what is to come when a wholesale firm displayed the entire range of Italian ATLANTIC 25 and
5Amm plastic figures which readers will recall that I got hold of some of their Ancient Egyptian 25mm
range and now I saw the rest of the range complete with ships, temples. Sphinx's, etc., etc. Also, and
most exciting, was a vast range of Ancient Greeks, including Trojans, Spartans and a large box contain
ing 365 pieces which made up into the naval fleets that fought at Salamis. No doubt when these agents
get into their stride these items will appear in local shops so keep your eyes open.

All the usual literature and book stalls were there - including the ever-present HERSANT, MINDEN,
ARGUS, MAP and other publishers with whom we are all familiar. I also ssvi (but had no opportunity<to
talk) the attractive stands of PIPERS, GAMES WORKSHOP, ROS/HEROICS, NEW HOPE DESIGN and others.

Undoubtedly a most popular exhibition and very crowded - at times they were holding up entry until
space was made by people leaving and it was necessary to queue up outside for some thirty minutes in a
slowly moving queue to gain entry. It must be very satisfying for MODEL AND ALLIED PUBLICATIONS to see
this enterprise becoming so successful and it is hoped that their returns, both financial and otherwise,
are worthwhile.

ALTERNATIVE WARGAMING - Continued from Page II

A. Make Love not War:

Wargaming out to be, essentially, the pleasant focus to a social gathering among friends. It is
increasingly becoming a competitive rat-race organised on a national level with the letter, rather than
the spirit, of the law reigning supreme. Centralisation can easily turn into tyranny. A small group
of friends Is much better than a large group of enemies.

5. Power to the People:

Do your o'wn thing. This is a hobby - do what you enjoy, not what someone says you out to enjoy.
The very best rules are those invented by friends for friends. Beware of experts. Trust your own
feelings. These are only mine.

Dave Spart, Chief Commissar Wargames Liberation Front.

WARGAMING RULES: 1. Ancient Wargames (lOOO BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath. 2. Mediaeval period by Tony
Bath. 3. 1750 Period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation in America) by Tony Bath;
A. Napoleonic by Donald Featherstone. 5. American Civil War by Donald Featherstone. 6. Late 19th
Century Wargames (incl. Colonial Wars against Natives) by Donald Featherstone. 7. 1917 Period wargame
in German S.W. Africa (incl. rules for early tanks, armoured cars, ettc) by Donald Featherstone. 8.
I9AA Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker. 9. Pike and Shot - English Civil War-by Donald
Featherstone. AOp each or the set of 9 for £3.00p including postage.

WARGAMES TERRAIN - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic battlefields - 55p.

ALL OBTAINABLE FROM THE EDITOR OF THIS MAGAZINE.



LETTERS
"The following comments on simple rules may he of interest to your readers - Over half a century

ago when wargaming on a hilliard table (with coloured oblongs of cardboard) my opponent and I had only
one basic rule - half the difference killed on the weaker side and one quarter on the stronger. Of
other nroblems 99^ were settled by precedent and mutual agreement, the other 10^ with.fencing sabres

(first to draw blood wins!). Best wishes to your magazine which I have had for many years.

B.L.Brown of St. Austell, Cornwall.

ooOoo

"I weuld endorse completely your recommendation of the SPANISH CIVIL WAR (1936-1939) as lucrative
material for study by wargamers, combining as it did elements both old and new in tactics and weaponry,
and posing both problems and lessons for the future for all who cared to see.

Having participated for a relatively short period on the Nationalist side (as against Republican)
and accepting the fact that information has been obscured by the consistent emphasis of the mass media
on the limited and later intervention of Italy/Germany as against the much earlier and infinitely
greater intervention by Soviet Russia and France, 1 would say that your brief resume is very good one.

There is unlimited scope in the subject for the enterprising wargamer, from localised and bitter
"guerilla" conflicts, striving for the occupation of a village with quarter neither sought nor given,
to major set-piece battles that changed the course of the war and ultimately history. As Napoleon
discovered, by virtue of their traditions and terrain, the Spaniards can be counted amongst the best
guerilla fighters of European history; in their element tackling early T-26 Russian tanks (in action
in Spain late October 1933) with their own version of the 'Molotov Cocktail' - a mixture of petrol and
tar, with a hand grenade tied to the bottle. Strangely enough, the 9-ton T-26's and later 12-ton TB-
5s, with their A5mm (5 pdr) gun, were Russian developments of the Vickers 'Garden' Mark I and II
supplied by the Axis powers.

Anyone who saw that outstanding American film devoted to a hitter struggle for a group of farm
buildings in, as I remember, Italy between Americans and Germans - "A Walk In The Sun" will have a
good idea of the type of 'skirmish operation prevalent in Spain. On the other hand, for authentic
detail and information plus numerous battle plans I would recommend "The Battle For Madrid" by George
Hills as the only book I have come across as worth reading on the subject. It is objective and a
potential treasure trove for wargamers."

George Erik of Tunbridge Wells, Kent.

ooGoo

"Although I agree with your general assessment of Bruce Quarrie's "Napoleon's Campaigns in
Miniature", I do feel that your statement that "there is no doubt that Bruce Quarrie is a very thorough
writer and it will be difficult to fault his details, conclusions and assessments." is much too broad
a generalisation. Certainly in some of his chapters, Mr.Quarrie raises a number of highly original
and interesting information, but several sections are well below this standard. As there is no dearth
of facts available on this subject, I do feel there is little excuse for such poor standards from a
professional.

To illustrate my point, I shall deal with the section on the Prussian army of 1813-15. Mr.Quarrie
kicks off with a highly controversial statement-,' describing the Prussian army of this period as "hardly
inspii-- g." As there is so much information available which shows the opposite to be true, one can
only assume, correctly or incorrectly, that Mr.Quarrie has a subjective bias against the Prussians. He
states that the 'Kruemper System' produced 150,000 men, when the actual figure was nearer 85,000. Then
he says that the Prussians could not have taken to the field with more than 400,000 men if it had not
been for supplies of British muskets. This is not true. Part of the Landwehr used "Brown Besses" and
captured French muskets, but the Prussian army did not depend on British arms. Mr.Quarrie's next point
that "the Prussians were very short of trained officers" is also far from the truth. In fact, due to
the restrictions of the Treaty of Paris, there was a surplus of officers, many were prematurely retired.
When the army was rapidly expanding in 1813, there were sufficient officers not only for the line, but
also for the reservists and many of the Landwehr formations. Certainly a shortage arose during the
Spring 1813 campaign due to large losses, but these were replaced by commissioning men of the 'frei-
willige Jaeger'. The final two points in this paragraph Mr.Quarrie actually gets right!

Moving on to the next page, Mr. Quarrie deals with the composition of a post 1808 infantry regiment,
but does not mention that they also had two companies of grenadiers. Then he says that the Prussian
artillery was equipped with British guns. A small minority were British, but the overwhelming majority
were of Prussian manufacture. Furthermore, the Prussians had 7 and 10 pdr howitzers, not 5.5" and 6"
as Mr.Quarrie mentions. No horse artillery accompanied the infantry brigades into action as Mr.Quarrie
wrongly states. Mr.Quarrie:. says that the line regiments were ".... augmented by a few other regiments
...." In fact, the calling up of the reservists doubled the strength of the Prussian army. Lastly he
states that the Landwehr were armed with scythes and pitch-forks. This, also, is untrue. The front
rank were armed with 8' pikes until they captured sufficient French muskets, while the second and third
ranks were armed with muskets.

So out of the thirteen or so points Mr.Quarrie makes on the Prussian army of 1813-15, he gets but
three right, and the rest wrong, hardly an acceptable level I feel. I am sorry to say that I disagree
with the point that "it will be difficult to fault his details ...." as I have rarely found lit so easy.

Peter A. Hofschroer of Rotherhithe, London.

(As an author who has similarly suffered criticism may I say that no books are completely right
in everyone's eyes - opinions, interpretations and theories vary from man-to-man and therefore even
the best research still leaves an author open to charges of inaccuracy. D.Featherstone.)



TALKING WARGAMING * '■

provements" in field communications plus aerial reconnaiss- )■■»?■ance and armoured cars made such a war impossible. i' yj

during which the German forces were ferried over the Straits
of Messina and each night 8,000 German troops were ferried
across, the tanks, guns and equipment were evacuated round
tl^ clo.ckhy day and night. German units left Sicily withmcre -, —■
v^icles than they brought in as they had taken over those "'
belonging to the Italians. The Italians began pulling troops out as early as the 3rd August. In a well
planned and skilfully conducted operation, 39,569 German troops with 9,605 vehicles, A? tanks and 9k
guns with 17,000 tons of ammunition had got back into Italy. In addition, 62,000 Italians with some
guns and vehicles also succeeded in escaping over the Straits.

ooOoo

HINT OF THE MONTH

Fine fortifications, entrenchments and earthworks can be carved with a "hot knife" (blade attached
to a soldering iron, or old knife heated in flame) from the slabs of polystyrene used to pack radios,
tape-recorders, etc.

ooOoo

It is reported that early in the I5th century the French introduced a large shield or moveable
breastwork, the Pavise or mantlet which rested on the ground and covered almost the .entire soldier. It
is said that on the march, in battle and above all at sieges, the knight had his pavise carried before
him by a page. The square convex portable breatwork was large enough to shelter both page and knight
who continued to carry his regular shield. Bodies of Pavisiers were formed in direct opposition to
archers, both the long and crossbow.

ooOoo

FURTHER EXTRACTS FROM D'ORDEL'S MANUAL "TACTICS ANi) MILITARY TRAINING" (London 1902)

For the first line shelter trenches should be dug unless they already exist, and for the second
and third lines there must be adequate folds in the ground.

The ground on both sides of the river should be carefully prepared with entanglements.

The ground on the other side of the river must slope gradually down to the river from a height
inferior to that of the position and should be quite devoid of cover.

There must be a high hill on the right of the position, and protection by the marsh from which
the artillery may enfilade the enemy's advance. There must be a promontory upon the left of the posi
tion for the same purpose.

There must be no good position for the enemy's artillery.

There should be three or more double lines of railway leading to the position from the rear, and
good roads leading to the artillery positions.

There should be a sharp depression in the ground in the left rear of the attacking enemy, capable
of completely concealing some kOO or 500 cavalry in ambusy.

There should be trees or some other cover behind the first line of the position and behind the
artillery, so as to prevent them appearing upon the sky-line.

ooOoo

SUN TZU ON "THE ART OF WAR"

Let the general who hearkens to my counsel and acts upon it be retained in command. Let the
general who does not hearken to my counsel be dismissed.

While heeding the profit of my counsel, avail yourself also of any helpful circumstances over and
above the ordinary rules.

According to whether circumstances are favourable, one should be prepared to modify ones plans.

All warfare is based on deception.

Hence, when able to attack, we must seem unable; when using our forces we must seem inactive; when
we are near we must make the enemy believe we are far away; when far awy we must make him believe we are
near.



THE ENGAGEMENT AT RIO MINO

Dick Tennant

(resident In the Netherlands)

to-and-fro struggle of the War In the Peninsula are the more numerous legions of
the Emperor Napoleon pushing the troops of "Perfidious Alhlon" hack towards the sea. On the flank of
this general movement a strong French brigade Is pursuing a weaker Allied force and attempting to bring
about an engagement to cut them off from the main body. v & s

The forces of the Emperor under the command of the redoubtable Dutch General of Division Prlnao
are as follows:- ^

1st Battalion 82nd Line
2nd Battalion 82nd Line
1st Battalion 4th Light

2 Squadrons 7th Lancers (Polish)
2 Squadrons 22nd Chasseurs a Cheval 280 sabres

780 officers and men
780 officers and men

780 officers and men

280 sabres

1 Company Foot Artillery 8 x 8pdrs
1 Company Artillery Train

120 officers and men
40 officers and men

The British forces are commanded by Major-General Tennant -

a) 1st Battalion 27th Foot (Ennlsklllen) 660 officers and men
B) 2nd Battalion 68th Foot 660 officers and men
G) 1 company 5th/60th Royal Americans 80 officers and men
D) 3 Squadrons 9th Light Dragoons 360 sabres
E) 1 Company Royal Horse Artillery 6 x 6pdrs I60 officers and men

1920

At last, by some hard
marching, the French come
up to the British force as
It Is about to retreat over
the Rio Mlno by a ford at
this point. The ground In
this area Is flat and with
out obstruction but the
small river has, over the
centuries, engraved a deep
channel for Itself In the
Plain, which makes It un-
crossable except at the
place where the ford has
been constructed. In

common with most fords In
this region, a pair of
cottages span the crossing
point and on the near-side
there Is a small field be
side the road along the
bank.

"The ENCiAciEKveN-r

OP "Rio Mir-to
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The French 1/82 are in ^ ^ ^
line with the 1/4 Light also / -v f WX
drawn-up In line a little / " crtteSEwds
forward and to their right, w l^J-' yS<\
covering the road; the rest
of the force Is still coming ' N
up by the road. The British —^

across the road flanked by the 68th on the left and the 27th on the

thi Rlflel a?rcov"lJg^?L'rlgCrof tSe Dragoons drawn up In echelon with the flank refused;
The 1/82 begins to advance steadily In line while the second battalion of the regiment on the

road wheels up into line and also advances on the right In support. The artillery swing o?rthrroad
also to unlimber in preparation to open fire with round shot on the enemy. However at this nolnt thev
become aware that the 5th Light Infantry have wheeled out of their original line formation and are In
the process of marching In ■column across their front and masking their fire! The Lancers who have been
covering the flank of the marching columns on the road, form-up into line aAd advancracroirthronerground at a regular trot; they are supported by the Chasseurs-a-Cheval moving In column,

Titi« meantime the British Infantry, not being engaged, have smartly about faced eind withdrawn Inr  flank by the Rifle company of the 5/60th and In the centre^y Ihe Hor™fjall bacS Ijy^squadrons keeplSi°in llL^wlth®the^68th"Foot oi'^thflJ^right! *TL®fl?rof'^tL^HorL°^®®°°'^®



artillery is well directed Into the flank of the marching light Infantry and 20 men fall as casualties
iscale of one figure to 20 men).

battalions of the 82nd Line, continue to advance each side of the road In three ranks; the
Light battalion are marching to support the right flank of the French attack but, In doing so, still

n  fire of the artillery. At this stage the line of Lancers move forward as If to charge andthe Chasseurs column comes up In support.

c:.a+i^ Ennlsklllens continue their steady withdrawal and, with the closing of the enemy cavalry thebSth moves back also and then forms square. The Horse battery promptly llmbers-up and moves back'down
the road to take up a new position between the Infantry battalions. The Light Dragoons, however, have
not waited to receive the charge but pulled back once more to cover the flank of the Infantry whilst
they take formation. The French rein-back Into a trotting advance.

Move_3: The French Infantry battalions push forward and the battery of Foot Artillery, their front
now clear, fire two salvoes of roundshot Into the massed ranks of the enemy square causing some 28
casualties. The British stoically continue their withdrawal to the ford leaving It to the artillery
to "return their compliments". This they are well prepared to do and fire three quick rounds Into the
opposing hattery causing nearly 20jS of the gunners to be killed or wounded - compliments returned with
eiiecti

Keeping the enemy guessing the 9th Light Dragoons hold their new position for a while and then the
first squadron Is launched In a frontal charge against the line of Lancers; the second squadron wheels
out and round to charge Into the open flank whilst the third moves to the left In support. Against
such a large force, a great many of the Dragoons go down before the Pennon-tipped lances ^8 men, about
24^; hut a few fight through to empty 8 saddles and the flank attack accounts for some 10 more.

Move_4: The l/82 battalion Is still pushing forward after the British In line but the second Is ordered
to form column to the left and wheel so as to advance up the road; the 4th Light march doggedly on a-
galnst the enemy left flank. The artillery continue to pay their attentions to the massed square but
at this range only Inflict some 8 casualties.

The British Horse guns are keeping up their barrage In reply and succeed In dismounting 3 of the
guns. Whilst the 68th stand firm In square, the 27th Start detaching flank companies and passing them
back over the ford. r- r e

The melee between the two squadrons of the Light Dragoons and the Lancers continues and the
British both out-numbered and unlucky lose a further 72 men killed and wounded whilst only Inflicting
some 24 casualties on the Poles; the morale of the Dragoons remains good but they are steadily being
pushed back towards the river. At this moment the French 2nd Chasseurs move round the melee In an
attempt to get Into the rear of the engagement but the supporting third squadron charges forward to
block the manoeuvre. Vastly out-numbered there Is a brief melee In which over 24^ of the squadron
falls and the out-flanked, out-numbered and with no retreat route back to the ford open to them, they
surrender.

The l/82nd Is now closing on the 27th Foot but as Its line comes within musket range all fury
breaks loose. The Irish open fire with the customary rolling volleys and the skirmishers of the 5/60th
pour deadly rifle fire In from the flank; the enemy Horse battery on the road joins In with cannlster.
Sixty-eight men fall and morale falters - they stop. The second battalion of the same regiment have
dropped behind somewhat with their formation changes but continue to advance down the road In column.
The French Foot battery, somewhat battered, back by the road see the dreadful carnage being wrought and
drag their attention from the mass of the square to commence firing on the other guns; only limited
effect as 10 gunners fall by their pieces. Even though engaged with the enemy, the Ennlsklllen
Fusiliers continue to detach companies and withdraw them back over the ford; the 68th have come out of
square and are now occupying the farm house to cover the retreat.

The cavalry melee continues and even though the Lancers are now becoming an encumberance the losses
mount with the Poles losing 26 more men and the British squadrons a further 48 and being forced back
Into the corner between the farm and the river. The Chasseurs are re-forming and sending their prison
ers to the rear.

Move6t The l/82nd has stopped. The 2/82nd takes one "whiff" of cannister Into the head of the column
and 64 men are swept back on the road. The Light Infantry Is still marching but the enemy Is slipping
away. The artillery cannot fire - they are battered but now their line of fire Is masked by friendly
troops.

The last companies of the 27th Foot are wading through the ford and the Rifles of the 5/60th firing
now from behind the hedge around the field cover their flank. The 68th Foot holding the farm cover the
withdrawal as the Horse Artillery llmber-up and follow the Infantry. The remaining Light Dragoons hav
ing allowed themselves to be bottled-up In a corner are overwhelmed and the tired and shattered remains
surrender to a combined force of Light Infantry, Chasseurs and the victorious 7th Lancers.

COMMENTS: The British have achieved their objective of withdrawing back over the Rio Mlno; they will be
able to hold the ford against further attacks and slip away during the night. The ensuing retreat will
be difficult with no cavalry support but perhaps some could be called up from the main body of the re
treating army.

The main reason that the cavalry was lost was that It was not handled aggressively enough In the
early moments. It withdrew covering the flank of the Infantry when It should have moved forward and
quickly pinned the enemy; that way It could still have had space enough to pull—back and re—form/retire.

The French failed to pin the British line In position within the first moves before working round
the flank, whilst the Light Infantry marched off, got In the way, and really did not contribute very
mucn. An attack against formed Infantry supported by guns Is bound to stop through casualties/morale

CONTINUED ON PAGE I %



THE GEORGE ERIK STORY

(Continued from Last Month)

Commercial Television arrived, and in the first year two hundred and twelve leading British
theatres closed down and 'show business' slumped. Film studios were badly hit and financial problems
drastically cut production. Still in the development stage, the 'small screen' offered little scope
for experience of spectacular presentation, and wiih colour TV still a long way off the prospect
looked grim. My studio needed a new market - fasti' Fortunately, the growing plastics industry
decided to stage its first national Plastics Exhibition at Olympia, and I went along. As I surveyed
the awesome display of machinery and materials, seeking information and literature at scores of
stands - the penny dropped. Despite the impact of technical and financial potential, the employment
of.these massive resources would depend on somebody making 'the first one' - the master model from
which the tools for quantity production could be madel This could be the opportunity I was looking
for.

The plastics industry was clearly making a strong bid for the toy market and this sign-posted
the way into a new market for me. The potential for highly detailed mass production at low cost of
scale model figures and equipment, particularly 'military', was obvious - so I did a 'crash course'
on mould-making and plastics production. Looking around, I noted a small new firm had recently in
troduced the first ever range of finely detailed 'soldier' figures in plastic, which were to cause
panic amongst the established manufacturers - Herald Miniatures Ltd. After initial discussions, to
start the ball rolling, I agreed to set up a hand-painting organisation in our area for Herald, which
eventually employed over four hundred painters. The standard of moulding and painting was extremely
high and shook the market. Modelling soon followed and for two or thr.ee years we worked for Herald,
during which time they were taken over by Britain's. Thus by quirk of fate I found myself working
for the most famous name in the business.

Faced by the new standard of competition, other manufacturers sought our studio services and we
provided such names as Johillco, Crescent Toys, Lone Star, Merit, and others with new ranges for
plastics production. That we were working simultaneously for obvious competitors was only possible
through our 'strictly confidential' policy, rigorously maintained'both then and now. Enquiries for
"master" models brought about diversification into other sectors and, whilst still specialising in
'figure' work to any size or scale, our numerous clients included Lines Bros, Combex, Walt Disney
Licencees, Tallon Pens, Louis Marks, and Subbuteo Sports Games. With business good and Spain having
top place in our affections, by this time my wife and I were making regular trips to Barcelona - a
wonderful city which is also the centre of light industry. This, together with my being a life-long
'aficionado' of bullfighting created yet another chapter.

Spain in the late fifties was in the early stages of plastics development, behind in both
technique and materials, but retaining its tradition of craftsmanship. Looking around I was aston
ished to find that despite a growing tourist trade there were no remotely authentic bullfighting
figures on the market. Scenting business, I approached REAMSA, the largest and best plastic 'soldier'
manufacturers, with the proposal that they should remedy the situation. They commissioned a series
of over twenty models, thus the first authentic 'bullfight' figures in Spain were designed by an
Englishman and are still on sale today. Their success led to a contract covering a wide historical
and military range over several years, that made a great impact on the Spanish market^

The attractions of Spain and the obvious opportunities brought about our decision to transfer my
studio to Barcelona. In 1963, armed with a long-term contract from Subhuteo, plus the REAMSA deal,
the move was made. During the next five years, by the introduction of a higher standard of design
and advanced technology, it has been said that I made a considerable contribution to the advancement
of the soldier/figure market in Spain, and other leading manufacturers sought our services. During
this time the two films that broke all Spanish box-office records were "Bridge On The River Kwai" and
"Lawrence of Arabia". For REAMSA 1 designed sets of figures based on these films which became 'best
sellers'. 1 also had the delightful experience of trying to translate into Spanish the British
service-man's versiofl^'Colonel Bogey', being whistled by all our male Spanish friends at the timel
During this period we were also involved in building architectural scale models for tourist develop
ment projects, including a l6ft by 8ft (scale ^th inch = 1 ft.) model of what is now known as the
Playa de las Americas in Teneriffe. And also set up a moulding and painting subsidiary for Suhbuteo
Sports Games, producing for export to the UK.

When England won the soccer World Cup, Subbuteo Table Soccer hit the jackpot and sales rocketed;
but their production facilities were swamped and could not cope. So they made me an offer to return
home to a seat on the Board as Director of Design, Development and Production; with responsibility
for re-organisation. With personal reluctance, in view of the inducements 1 accepted and in 1968 we
returned home - to Tunbridge Wells. Business flourished and on the studio side 1 was responsible for
the design and production of every item in the expanding range of figures, games and accessories.
Later I delegated the production side and instead took over Merchandising. Subbuteo became part of
the John Waddington Group and continued to grow apace. Back in '68 they had no exports worth mention-

yet when 1 decided to 'retire' in 1975 and go back to my old love they were exporting to no less
than twenty-seven countries!

The wheel has gone the full circle and now we have started still another chapter under the
Miniature Warfare Ltd banner. I venture the hope that the accumulated lessons and experience of the
years will enable us to make a useful, worthy and profitable contribution to the interest and enjoy
ment of all those who share our love for the wonderful world of militaria - and fight battles with
model soldiers!

THE ENGAGEMENT AT RIO MING - Continued from Page I"?

so that the French artillery should have marched much further forward before un-limbering and then
battered the enemy guns into silence. However, it was a most enjoyable afternoon game to introduce
"General" Pringo (Hr.Pringgoadisurjo) into the fun of wargaming after many years of interest in military
tactics and strategy. In the next game it is certain that the British will not slip—away so easily!!



MUST LIST

I knew it was Christmas because I received two quite sensational packages of review figures —
one from MINIATimE FIGURINES LIMITED and the other from HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED! I might say at
this Juncture that I have never yet asked for a single free review figure and this selection and
those sent me hy other manufacturers are spontaneous gestures on their part, I hope because they know
that these pages will pot.only give them a fair review hut will also he read hy the people most likely
to purchase the items under review.

The MINIATURE FIGURINES collection included some fine artillery pieces, two of which are suffi
ciently up my street to cause me to become a paying customer for more of them. I am referring to
the really beautifully modelled "Pom-pom" used mainly hy the Boers and the wheeled Maxim machinegun,
both are( a'credit to' Petei; Manning who designed them. There is a gunner'for the Maxim sitting on a
little saddle and also Boer artillerymen are available. I understand from Peter that he has completed
in time for the Model:._ Engineers Exhibition the h.l Naval gun mounted on a land carriage for use
during the Boer War, immortalised by H.G.Weils in his book "LITTLE WARS" - that is one I shall have to
have and also a battery or so of the I5pdr British field guns of the period. It certainly seems as
though the Colonial wargamer is at last coming into his own and these items have been dearly required
(at least by me) for at least the past fifteepAwenty years! The other guns are Medieval and include a
stout solid Mons Meg ' ' ̂  ' (the original I believe is on view at Edinburgh Castle), a Wall gun; Field
gun; an interesting little Organ gun which caused Chris Scott who collects this period to become very
excited, and a Mortar. AIL are fine pieces and will embellish many a wargames table where the advant-
age is no doubt being taken of the recent outpouring of Medieval, Renaissance, Thirty Years War and
Colonial figures and equipment. Yes, I found this batch of Minifigs review models most interesting
as all the figures were Colonials and in most cases filled long-felt wants. For example, there
some Boers (long neglected as a fascinating potential wargame) and among them is an artilleryman and
a general besides a man in a prone lying firing position. There has always seemed to me to be a great
need for figures in such positions because wargames tables always look unrealistic with men bravely
standing up amid excellent cover and now we have not only a Boer but a British Tommy lying do™ firing.
The only snag to these figures is that they cannot advance across the table in this manner and it is
really necessary to have two of them - one upright to be' replaced by the lying down figure when cover
is reached. Then there are some Native porters - male and female, carrying large cases on their heads.
Up till now, so far as I know, I was about the only person in this country who had any such figures,
mine being 30mm figures made many years ago by the American George Tubergen whom I believe started the
firm Custom Cast. Then there are two Peshawar mountain artillerymen, presumably to man the mule borne
screw-guns that were ever-present during Victorian Colonial campaigns. Finally there is a Pathan
advancing stealthily forward on foot. A most stimulating and imaginative selection of equipment and
figures which has even tempted me to become a paying customer!

Neville Dickinson tells me that they have now practically completed remaking the Imperial Rome
range and have added new figures to it, that their Renaissance range has been entirely re-designed as
have all their artillery pieces and everything in these two ranges is now available. Their Thirty
Years War range seems to be coming along well and I was most impressed with last month s advert in the
Newsletter which listed Swedish infantry, cavalry and artillery and a whole host of Imperial infantry
and cavalry as the enemy, plus fine Personality figures of all the colourful and blood-thirsty command
ers from Gustavus Adolphus onwards who flourished during this devastating conflict. As I discoverea
when writing one of my wargames books (Wargaming Pike and Musket period) there are some incredible
battles in the Thirty Years wSf/^constructed on the wargames table.

Well, having been very nice about Minifigs I am now going to be equally complimentary about their
arch-rivals HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED from whom oame my secondjiafcge. Christmas, package ol review
figures. Pride of place must go to an item which is not even remotely connected with wargaming (not
even Individual Skirmish games) but is so impressive that I can hardly wait to ,
am referring to Hinchliffe's new range of equipment to go with their 75mm figures and I have in front
of me as I dictate this an early field piece 158O-I650 and a heavy gun limber to go ^
really quite something with its beautifully ornamented barrel, solid heavy woodeih wheels and carriage
with every bolt shackle and ring standing out realistically. Though I am not very good at painting and
I do not have a lot of time, I intend to try and set this up and colour it to one of the excellent
schemes suggested in the assembly instructions and keep it as a permanent decoration in my military-
relic bestrewn study where it will excite all sorts of comment and admiration. Measuring about 6 in
length and nearly 3" in height, the gun sells at £I2.00p and the limber is £5.00p - in these inflation-
ridden days not a really high price when one considers all the workmanship and study that has gone in
to its production.

I am delighted that Hinchliffe have gone back to producing one piece cavalry because I am so weary
of picking up a horseman from the wargames table and finding the mount has remained behind and that my
finders are Just clasping a man unnaturally poised with his le^ bowed. The end
that nothing whatsoever has been lost by casting these figures i" one and the collection ^^^t I have
before me are really pleasing. I have seen the British Hussar Officer, standard bearer, trumpeter and
trooper; the American Civil War colonels. Federal and Confederate and the French Line infantry coi™^
All are striking and if I had to choose one I particularly liked I think it would be the Hussar stand
ard bearer or officer. The range also includes French Carabinier trooper, officer, trumpeter and
standard bearer; British Scots Greys trooper, officer, trumpeter and standard fearer. I have no
£hat these Carabinier and Scots Greys are of an equally high and pleasing standard.

The equipment and equipment groups that are coming out from those overworked slaves in Hudders-
field is quite remarkable and I hasten to recommend to Napoleonic fans the British Napoleonic Coehorn
Mortar party which sells at £I.20p and includes four men carrying a mortar, I officer, pnner with
rammer and bucket, a gunner carrying powder barrel and a donkey with shot load. Not only will
form a verv interesting part of ones British Napoleonic armies but a very fine mantlesheIf mini-
diorama could be made from it, suitably based. Already highly colourful, the Renaissance period is



telng given a fine emphasis hy such equipment pieces as the Light baggage wagon with its six shields
arranged on the top cover to be artistically emblazoned to brighten up the drab woodwork on which
they are set. There is a driver with plumed hat sitting on the seat and two horses are arranged in
tandem. Selling at £1.65p this is another very pleasing item. The dowel-sided baggage wagon appears
in engravings and artwork of military periods extending over some three or four hundred years so that
the usefulness of this Hinchliffe model is apparent. It comes without horses but 1 imagine that they
are available. Finally in this exciting equipment collection comes a small catapult with sling,
capable of being used in any period from Roman to Medieval and well up to the standard of other
similar items in this range.

Hinchliffe Models have entered into the field of the 80mm collectors figures, beginning with two
beautifully produced and potentially colourful American Civil War figures - a Zouave sergeant of the
lAth New York Regiment and a wounded Confederate soldier, realistically hobbling with the aid of a
crude crutch. Both sell at £A.50p and will no doubt delight those among us capable of some good
painting when their final appearance will be a true reward.

Just before Christmas I had the opportunity of seeing a most impressive and colourful Medieval
siege set-up by the genial Bill Lamming himself of LAMMING MINIATURES. It was in a most appropriate
setting at the Tower of London during the course of some one day lectures on Medieval warfare. Bill
Lamming has carved his own niche in this period and is perhaps largely responsible for its increasing
popularity (not before time either). But he does not restrict himself to that period and his World
War Two 20mm figures are of an exceptionally high standard. They come in packs and 1 have before me
as I write packs G and H German infantrymen bearing various small arms such as rifles, SMGs and panzer-
faust - the weapons come separately and are fixed on to choice.

SKYIREX LIMITED who always support this magazine with advertising are offering an interesting
range of World War Two and modern skirmish action figures and equipment in their DAVCO l;'l92 range
(l/l6th of an inch = 1 foot) which is compatible with 1:200 scale models. In their advert Skytrex
say "We eonsider 9mm=l:192nd scale to be ideal. Infantry figures are large enough to be easily handled
and the vehicles are detailed to 1:76 standards yet the fighting distances are visually satisfying."
The range includes all the principal British, American, German and Russian tanks, light armoured
vehicles and soft vehicles of World War Two plus packs of 10 infan,try figures. All the models are
metal castings with rotating turrets where appropriate. Also available are tanks and vehicles of today
even including the Scorpion light tank and the Fox armoured car. Skytrex is an enthusiastic firm run
by knowledgeable and enthusiastic wargamers and you will be an unwise reader if you do not regularly
turn to their full-page advert in each issue of Wargamer's Newsletter and read it thoroughly because
you will rarely fail to find something of personal interest and value.

HEROICS AND ROS FIGURES also support the Newsletter and enable us to carry on in these difficult
days of ever increasing costs. Like the Skytrex advert, theirs is one that should always be read
through and in case you have missed some recent releases in their 1:300 scale micro-tanks look out for
the following - Modern: USSR - M-I97O APC, MTU-55 Bridgelayer (20p), ZIL-I31 truck. USA - XM-723 MIGV,
Lance missile, M60 AVLB (20p), M35 2^ ton truck, LVTP-7. UK - FV-180 GET. France - AMX-30 ARV,
Saviem VAB k x k APG. Germany - Leopard ARV. Sweden - VK 155 SPG, Pbv 302 APG. WW2: Hungarian -
Turan 1, Turan 2. Italian - Mll/39, Fiat 626 truck. Russian - TAO, T60 light tanks.

ASGARD MINIATURES have some new 25mm Vikirgs armed with a variety of weapons ranging from two-
handed axes to spears and swords plus an archer selling at 12p each. Their new Western Gunfight range
has five figures in it so far, all personality figures which, even in the diminutive 2Amm scale can be
recognised as Doc Holliday, Wyatt Earp, Buffalo Bill, Butch Gassidy and The Sundance Kid.

Back in the early 1960s when Jack Scruby of America was about the only available source of metal
wargames figures, I was most happy to obtain at considerable expense (and to great advantage by barter
ing) some of the wonderful 30mm (small 30mm) Golonial figures designed by Tom Gox - one of mv proudest
regiments is a khaki-clad Black Watch of the time of Kitchener's Dongola Expedition in 1898." I am
delighted to note that Jack has re-issued these figures with a range that includes Highlanders, Egypt
ians, Gamel Gorps, Indian Mountain gunners, mountain gun set, British cavalry and infantry plus some
new French Golonial marines. Zouaves, Senegalese and Ghasseur D'Afrique. These 30mm Gox models in the
smaller scale and easily fit in with the larger 25mm scale models made today. If you are interested
write to Jack Scruby at the Soldier Factory, P.O.Box 1658, 789 Main Street, Gambria, Galifornia 93A28
U.S.A. Send a couple of International Reply Goupons for his list of Gox figures or $2.00 for his '
complete catalogue of military miniatures which includes details of his ranges in N gauge, 25 and 30 mm
scales. Jack also claims that his new American Givil War Gonfederates can be beautifully painted up
as Boers or Golonial Irregulars!

If you want something out of the ordinary which would seemingly fit ideally into Individual
Skirmish wargaming then how about looking at the new range of plastic Burgundian men-at-arms and
soldiers of Louis XI imported by HISTOREX Agents of 3 Gastle Street, Dover GTI6 IQJ. From a famous
chess set these figures are the pawns and come in sets 11, 12 and Ik with 8 figures in the first two
and 12 figures in the third set respectively. Set lA is different to the others in that whilst sets
11 and 12 have figures in fairly static poses (but still brilliant) those in set lA have men-at-arms
in a variety of exciting animated poses, armed with halberds, axes, maces, longbows and crossbows. They
are exciting figures and sell at £3.60p a set - presumeably they are 5Amm.

DIXON MINIATURES of Ash Grove, Royles Head Lane, Longwood, Huddersfield, W.Yorkshir HD3 ATU, have
an interesting range of 25mm Vikings at 12p each - they include Ulfhednal running with spear; Berserk
biting shield; archer firing bow; Bondi with spear and shield; Huscarl with ax; brandishing sword.

If you want some reasonably cheap and interesting figures of an unusual nature then have a look
at the home casting outfits put out by SUPERGAST, Blanket Row, Hull HUl ISQ. They offer 3A different
models from the 18th century that can be turned out in long lasting rubber moulds. These are AOmm
half-round figures which, when painted up, have an appeal of their own and it is probably as cheap a
way as any of turning out armies of your own choice. Supercast issue a catalogue on application and
the kits can be seen in many shops including the new Hamley's Leisure Shop in Wigmore Street, London.



FROM THE ADVERTISEMENTS:

HINCHLIFFE MODELS LIMITED indicate that they are shortly releasing in their I5inin range Austrian
and Prussian Napoleonic figures and World War Two later. EAGLE MINIATURES are releasing a range of
25mm figures of French Revolution & the early Napoleonic Wars. NUMBER I WARGAMES COMMAND offer rules
for the Arab-Israeli Wars '56, '67 and '73 £I.30p plus 25p postage and packing. Also modern Organisa
tion Charts of Britain, Turkey, Sweden, Spain, Greece, U.S.S.R.. Denmark, Egypt and Israel at 35p each
including postage and packing. WARGAMES PUBLICATIONS (Scotland) Limited offer Warriors of the Lost
Continent a new range of 25mm Fantasy figures produced exclusively for them by NEW HOPE DESIGN. Send
25p for full Fantasy catalogue. Look at HARROW MODEL SHOP advert in this issue for new items such as
a mule drawn Maxim gun and crew and a Colonial supply wagon with four horse team (20mm). M & M MODELS
of 27 Gilbert Avenue, Tuxford, near Newark, Notts, specialise in the Civil War and their latest figures
are a dismounted Dragoon standing firing and a Dutch pikeman, both 25mm.

THANK YOU. TERRY WISE

I am sure that the Editor and publishers of BATTLE Magazine will not mind me quoting from their
January issue and giving thanks to Terry Wise for the kind words he has written about this magazine.
Terry is an old friend of mine and I defer to no one in my admiration for the conscientious and pains
taking way in which he gets his head down and studies the wargaming scene, writes about it and main
tains standards of which he has every right to be proud. Recently I had occasion to refer to his book
MEDIEVAL WARFARE (Osprey 1976 - £4.50p) and was once again most impressed with his listing and des
cription of the armour and weapons of the period. I was sorry to see that a certain amateur military
historian wrote a nit-picking review of this book, ignoring its good points and stressing certain
failings in the necessarily condensed section on heraldry. I too have suffered from this same re
viewer who seems to feel that no one else knows anything abbuf the Medieval period! However, back to
the object of this note, in the above mentioned issue of BATTLE Terry wrote the following for which I
thank him.

"In his editorial in the October issue of Wargamer's Newsletter Don Featherstone suggested an
alternative to the list of nationally accepted rules which I promoted in December's "Observation Post".
His answer is simply - no rules at all!

Don and I have a great deal in common. We both write about wargaming, we both play wargames for
enjoyment, using simple rules, and over the years I have almost always found myself in agreement with
his editorials in the Newsletter. His suggestion is that, for the national competitions at least,
rules should be replaced by teams of trained umpires. Players would be given movement and -firing dis
tances, assured the game would be conducted in a manner tactically correct for the period, then set to
combat. Everything that happens on the table from the start to finish would then be judged by the
umpires.

Don has put forward this suggestion before, but it remains revolutionary. This is the method used
by The Professionals, the staff colleges of the world's armies, and for those who wish to obtain maxi
mum realism in wargaming 1 would have thought trhere could be no better method. The suggestion is also
attractive to those like myself and Don, who avoid the present competitions mainly because of the over-
complex rules - and my post tells me that many people in our hobby are getting a bit fed up with over-
complex rules. What better way to fight competitive games, and perhaps win, than by accurate use of
resources, the correct use of the tactics of the period and principles of war, rather than by "playing
the rules" to gain the utmost advantage from their artificial but inevitable hard lines, rigidity and
loopholes?

1 believe passionately that this is what happens with the majority of the complex sets of wargames
rules on the market the man with the best knowledge of their weaknesses will win, whether he is the
best general or not. Is this realism? Of course not. Don is right again: those who cry for realism
and seek to achieve it by using ever more complex rules (and 1 have been through this stage myself some
years back) would do better to channel their energies into training those teams of umpires so as to
bring our hobby up to the level of the military system for wargames.

Don foresees that finding umpires might be difficult. 1 would say well nigh impossible! To make
the decisions, and pray that you are always right, is one thing: but to know that each time you make a
decision you gain an enemy .... It sounds like How to Make Enemies in 20 easy lessons, or five hard
ones. But the idea deserves discussion, and long consideration. If the right people could be found
to form an umpire force, then the system would provide a far superior method of fighting national war-
games than we have at present.

The Newsletter's editorial seems to have dominated this part of the column, and this seems an
appropriate point therefore at which to say that 1 have been surprised to discover in recent conversa
tions and correspondence with wargamers that so few appear to be aware of the Newsletter's existence.
To my knowledge it has been in publication for about 15 years. Circulation is only around the 4,000
a month level, and 1 know it is difficult to obtain from newsagents, even by placing a regular order,
but it does seem a shame that a magazine which has over the years given so much to our hobby should be
so poorly supported by wargamers."

1 always try to scratch the backs of those who scratch mine!

- £4.D0p. NAVAL WARGAMES - £5.60p. ADVANCED WARGAMES - £3.25p. WARGAMES CAMPAIGNS - £3 45d
~  BC to 1500 AD - £4.35p. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol. 11'

•  ̂-'^tGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - Vol.111 1792-1839 - £4.Q0n. WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES- Vol.IV 1863-1945 - £,00p. BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS - £4.45p. BATTLES NOTES FOR WARGAMERS - £4 OOn
MEDIAEVAL PERIODS - £4.25p. WARGAMING - PIKE AND SHOT PERIODS - £5.00p. TANk'

BATTLES IN MINIATURE - The Western Desert Campaign - £3.10p. SKIRMISH WARGAMING - £3.20d. POTTTERS
BAYONET! - £1.h3n. COLONIAL SMALL WARS 1837-1901 - £5.55p. CAPTAIN

of^imEPENBil 1775.1l7H3 MODELLING - £2.75p. WARGAMERS HANDBOOK OF THE AMERICAN WAR
ALL OBTAINABLE FROM THE EDITOR OF. THIS MAGAZINE
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REVIEWS
VAT.-: "rNG AIRBORNE OPERATIONS by Donald

f
graj's: 5 diagrams and 16 maps

" X ; 250 pages; 111 photo-
s and 16 maps. Kaye and Ward -

How does one review a book written by one- / /
self? The need for such a course arising from ,
the desire to get a review into the Newsletter as f
quickly as possible. The idea for the book took
flight in my mind whilst actually wandering around
the immortal areas of Arnhem accompanied by that
excellent book "A Bridge Too Far". This style of
warfare seemed ideal for table-top simulation,
encompassing the types of World War Two battles // vv'ii
which many of us were personally familiar, aided ''t- '' 'I
by the relatively smaller use of the many weapons y/ M''' III'' M ^
of the period. Reading of German airhorne opera- y M' |i
tions in I9AO and in Crete, and the fine American
contribution to Operation "Market Garden" aroused tf- . ,^fe\
a great personal admiration for all airborne
troops and my book attempts to reflect this by mmiMgMVjKmSt U/
describing all the major airborne combats of %r0''
World War Two which were set up as tahle-top war- y':'MMISm f*1? *
games and extensively photographed.- When I look ' rm//L'^
at some of these illustrations such as those of '/ v",
Crete on page IO6; the 504 U.S. Parachute Regiment &^}s';; ;85
crossing the Waal on pages I68 and 9 plus some of
the photographs of the fight within the Oosterbeek perimeter 1 can hardly believe that it was set up
on a relatively small wargames table. I thoroughly enjoyed writing it and believe that the informa
tion contained therein is enough to provide all the wargamer needs to know to carry out table-top

T T'n n r*Ti ci nno>*Q + H r*vi O rnv» r*,. - ^

mM

(M

finders; Dropping Supplies; Airborne Operations in Europe - World War Two; The German Invasion of
Crete; Arnhem - Operation 'Market Garden'; Airhorne Operations Reconstructed as Wargames; Wargaming

Arnhem; Appendix One - The Composition of Airhorne Formations; Two - Setting-up Realistic
and Three - Sources of Supply, and Bibliography. I would like to thiiix that some of the ideas for
simulating para-drops and glider-landings are relatively unique - I can tell you from personal ex
perience that they work!

A GENIUS FOR WAR - The German Army and General Staff 1807-1945 by Colonel T.N.Dupuy. (gi" x 6i"•
362 pages; 73 photographs; 40 maps. Macdonald and Janes - £6.95p.)

OP MT^TTAPY^TT^q?r.nv®w entire military library is ENCYCLOPEDIAOF MILITARY HISTORY by R.E.Dupuy and T.N.Dupuy. This means that any other volume by either of these
gentlemen gets off to a flying start and this one is no exception. On the other hand, it certainly
stands on its own feet and if Colonel Dupuy had written nothing else he would certainly be remembered
by this quite extraordinary book. Beautifully produced and with innumerable photographs of the
soldiers discussed in the book, it provides challengingiSfn^ reasons for why Germany has fielded, for

®  armies. Unpalatable as it might be, it has to be perhaps grudgingly acknowledged that in both World Wars the German army performed more effectively than Allied
forces superior both in men and material. The author gives the credit completely to the German General

to V progress from its very beginnings, going back even furtherto the armies of Frederick the Great. Every page is challenging and the impressive and extensive
tables in the appendices present statistical data that is hard to refute. I have read this book once
and still am only on the fringe of fully comprehending its dynamic assertions ■ - undoubtably I will

Because, as a serving soldier who, along with my fellows, respected the fight-ingkability of the Germans, it is fascinating to find the answer to the question of what made them

lee AND grant - Their History and How to Model Them by Ken Jones and Peter Chamberlain. (244 x184mm, 80 pages; 80 photographs and 20 drawings. Patrick Stephens - £2.95p).

second in their CLASSIC AFVs series and is firmly hased on the growing
range of 1:32 scale model construction kits manufactured by Airfix. As in the previous volume on the
Crusader tank the book is divided in two-.parts, the first describing the history and development of
these interesting heavy tanks iftlchpiayed such a major role in winning the Western Desert campaign.
Extensive data tables, descriptions of tactical use, camouflage and marking scheme drawings are in
cluded plus technical descriptions of the tanks construction, numerous photographs of its interior
and engines. Part two provides step-by-step instructions for adding detail to the Airfix construction
kit, how to convert the model into alternative variants and includes plans and photographs of armoured
ecovery, canal defence light tanks and Priest vehicles. The authors need no introduction and are

acknowledged as experts in their subject - this book does them credit.

The next two books are both published by Osprey and are numbers 1 and 2 in their VANGUARD SERIES
- SO far as I am concerned "both have one thing in common - they are written hy personal friends of
mine which, although it will gain them no real favours, aids in reviewing their work because I know
,  dedicated and expert in the fields upon which they have chosen to write. Number
oQ^^v. i BRITISH 7th ARMOURED DIVISION 1940-45 by John Sandars. Soft covered, 9t" x 7i"• 40 pages with28 photographs; an eight-page colour section showing unit markings and pleasing panorama-style illustra-



tions by Mike Chappell of men and vehicles, plus a page of camouflage patterns and markings. There
are also numerous charts and diagrams, those giving Order of Battle and a breakdown of armoured
regiments, etc., being particularly valuable to the wargamer. The British 7th Armoured Division wasi
an elite formation which assumed almost legendary aspects during World War Two - John Saridars (who
knows as much about the Western Desert as anyone I know) has done them proud.

Without having quite the same emotive attitude towards the subject matter, nevertheless, I have
a great sense of respect for Bruce Quarrie's companion formation PANZER-GRENADIER DIVISION GROSS-
DEUTSCHLAND that makes up volume 2 in this series. The same size and format as the previous volume,
again with colour plates by Mike Chappell, whose coloured action plates of men and vehicles are again
most attractively informative, the book contains 38 fine and mostly original photographs. Clearly
written and full of factual detail together with useful charts, etc., this book will aid the World War
Two wargamer in providing an "enemy" accurate in size, tactics and ability. Oddly, I am unable to
find the price of these two books but I imagine they will be around the £2.00p mark.

From Osprey come the latest four in their MEN-AT-ARMS Series and, on first glance, they seem well
up to the usual high standard. Taking them in chronological order, first comes THE GREEK AND PERSIAN
WARS 300-323 B.C. with text and colour plates by Jack Cassin-Scott. This book inevitably gravitated
towards my son Peter who wargames in this period and he reports that the book is extremely valuable
to him, that the information and colour schemes contained in its pages will be of the greatest assist
ance. There are the usual eight colour plates which illustrate some 20 warriors in various action
poses, painted in a modulated style which adds character to them. Each plate is fully explained in
the text with a description of the uniforms, weapons and equipment. Obviously in about 30 pages of
text it is difficult to cover in any depth this extensive period of conflict but a good attempt has
been made and, for its size and price, it is a useful contribution to wargaming. Then comes NORTH
WEST FRONTIER 1837-19^7 the text by Robert Wilkinson-Latham and colour plates by Angus McBride. Again,
this is a most extensive and hectic period to be covered in so few pages but the author makes a gallant
attempt. I would like to think it is because I have a particular interest in the Colonial period and I
get around books, libraries and museums more than most but almost every photograph in this book is well
known to me and, I would have thought, relatively familiar. The eight pages of colour are beautifully
presented and range from the relatively well known Gandamak tableau of 18A2 to an exciting group of 3
Frontier tribesmen (l would like to have seen some more of the "enemy") with other coloured illustra
tions of figures from the Sikh war period (at least I think so although it is dated 1842) 1879 the
1880s, 1890s and then one solitary figure for the 20th century. I think these coloured plates, so far
as the wargamer is concerned, could well have done without the War Correspondent; the Afghan Highland
Guard; the Amir Ayub Khan for instance. The text is, within its limitations, comprehensive and picks
out the highlights of this colourful period of British military history. THE U.S. j\RMY 1941-45 has a
text by Philip Katcher and colour plates by C.L.Doughty. The author is well known as an authority on
American military history and his text comprehensively covers the uniforms and equipment of the period
under review, details l :'_. thei . history ofthe divisions that made up the U.S. Army in World War Two,
(together with their Order of Battle) in the European theatre of operations in 1945. However, I do not
think that his illustrations give him adequate support but in saying tuat one must consider from what
viewpoint this assessment is made, in other words, for whom is the book written or towards whom is it
directed? If it has wargamers in mind then they do not come off very^ well because quite a large number
of the photographs are of little value whilst I felt that the coloured pages bore a pseudo American
caricature style which, together with numerous other^)Suitable subjects such as officers in mess dress
and women's services, make them useless for our specialised purposes - but I suppose there must be some
military collectors who will find it useful and 1 expect it will sell well in America. The final
volume in this group is THE BRITISH ARMY 1963-80 text by Major D.G.Smith RAOC, colour plates by Angus
McBride. Not because 1 believe this to be written by an old mate with whom 1 used to wargame some 15
years ago, I found this a very good little book. The British Army has undergone so many changes in
recent years that even the most enthusiastic among us are hard-pressed to keep up-to-date and this can
well serve as a work of reference or a text book to keep before us our small, much stretched but highly
professional present day army. The coloured plates are well done because the men depicted really look
like British soldiers and, in most'cases'are posed in characteristic stances. The photographs are in
teresting and the author seems to have resisted the temptation to use well known pictures already dis
played in Soldier magazine for example. I like this one and recommend it as an essential item on the
shelves of everyone in this country interested in wargaming or militaria in any other form.

I have mentioned the WOODFORD BOOKSHOP before and I strongly suggest that you send off a subscrip
tion of 50p (Cl.OOp overseas) to obtain four military booklets which arrive roughly quarterly from 33
Victoria Road, South Woodford, London ElB ILJ. They list secondhand military books for sale and pro
bably constitute the most comprehensive listing around today - it is a matter of great bewilderment to
me where they obtain all the long desired titles and the immense variety of books on specialised
subjects such as Colonial forces in India - in this issue there are no less than 14 pages on this- field,
many with titles that make the mouth water or are such that one does not even realise existed.

FREE WARGAMES vs RIGID WARGAMES - Continued from page M

But does it follow that someone of his calibre is a sine qua non for a free wargame? Not in the least.
Any wargamer with a bit of experience can do it, as long as he is:-

a) Reasonably conversant with the tactical conditions to be played.
b) Sympathetic to the concept of "free" wargames, and ready to keep the game simple and flowing

well.

c) Acceptable to the players, who, as in all other wargames, must keep their complaints and
arguments until after the end of the game.

If these three conditions can be met, there is no reason why wargamers up and down the country
should not start playing accurate but "free" wargames tomorrow.



LOOKING AROUND

AIRFIX MAGAZINE - January 1978. Contains well Illustrated articles on Royal Air Force Transport
1915-1919; the 105mni Model 56 Pack Howitzer (complete with numerous photographs and plans); an
Illustrated article on French artillery and miscellaneous forces of the Franco-Prussian War; together
with reviews of the latest hooks, kits, correspondence, etc.

BATTLE - January 1978. Now with the words "for wargamers" emhodied In Its title, this well pro
duced and illustrated magazine contains a good general feature The OhserA'ation Post hy Terry Wise
plus features on hooks, hoardgames, kits, models, etc., together with well illustrated articles
Personalised Wargamlng - The Siege of Chltral 1895 hy Don Feathers tone; AFV Information; Napoleonic
Campaign Wargamlng; Personality Bill Lamming; Charles Grant's On Boudlcca's hattle against the Romans;
and Tony Bath with a personally nostalgic article on his Hyhorian campaigns fought between us some
twenty years ago. There Is also another article of great personal interest to me describing the mount
ing of the 75mm gun In the Churchill tank, an event I remember well when serving In North Africa.

BULLETIN CFFH of the Club Francais de la Figurine Hlstorlque - No.77.3. In French but obviously
written by knowledgeable enthusiasts, contains articles dealing with soldiers of the 30 Years War
(plus some Interesting plates); the French Marine and the Basque companies In the French army In 1793
together with an article on Scottish kilts at Waterloo and another on the French artillery In 1877.

AVALON HILL GENERAL - September-October 1977. Contains a most comprehensive and valuable In-depth
Illustrated article complete with battle plans and Orders of Battle of the Arab-Israeli Wars, giving
composition of units, etc., and everything that the wargamer could possible need to set up such a
campaign. Also contains informative articles on the tactics of board wargamlng and Is undoubtedly of
the greatest value and Interest to the devotee of this style of wargamlng.

MILITARY JOURNAL - July-August 1977. If your scene is World War Two then this Is for you! Con
tains first-class illustrated articles on the Soviet Rocket Artlll^ery 1917-1945; Halftracks; Italian
L.3 Tanks; plus innumerable articles and features dealing with World War Two, its books, report, etc..

Highly recommended.

MILITARY MODELLING - January 1978. Well up to the usual packed standards, contains beautifully
Illustrated articles on the Celts; the Churchill Crocodile; Uniform information plus other features on
military models and the usual reviews of the latest books, models, kits, figures, etc.

SAVAGE AND SOLDIER - November-December 1977. Another Must for the Colonial wargamer containing
incomparable articles by that past-master of Colonial warfare Doug Joluxson - this time the Franco-
Malagasy War of 1895, complete with uniform photographs and details, bibliography, etc., etc. Also
features on books, magazines, figures, etc., of interest to the warremer fighting Colonial battles.

SOLDIER - December 1977. Polished and well illustrated, contains articles on the Museum of the
Honourable Artillery Company plus well illustrated articles on the Modern Army and a most interesting
piece with photographs on the reconstruction of the Rjman Legionary fort at Baglnton village near
Coventry's airport. Also details of a new TV Army series^BSpes to do for the Army what "Warship" did
for the Navy, together with reviews on the latest books and-records for the military enthusiast.

WAR MONTHLY - No.48. This is the last published by Marshall Cavendish and in future it Is being
put out by Aquarius Books Limited, 26 Parkway, London NWl 7AH. Beautifully Illustrated as always,
this one contains articles on Battle Group - the new BAOR tactical organisation; Manstein in Russia;
The Scorpion light tank; Guynemer, the French World War One flying ace; The British In Italy during
World War One plus a topical article on the new Cruise Missiles.

SOLDIERS OF THE QUEEN - Issue No.II December 1977. Nicely produced and backed by enthusiasm. It
contains good articles such as Infantry Equipment 1850 by Robert Wilkinson-Latham and Doug Johnson on
The Battle of Glnnls. Also reviews of relevant books, model soldiers, etc., and articles on the
British Army in Australia; NCO Appointment and Trade Badges In the Victorian Era; Uniform details of
the 91st Highland Regiment 1876; an Interesting little vignette of a British soldier In the Victorian
era; the Evolution of Colours of the Victorian Regular Line Battalions plus correspondence such as
that from Doug Johnson given elsewhere In this Issue.

ADVANCED WARGAME RULES FOR NORTH-WESTERN EUROPE 1944-45

The Chestnut Lodge Wargames Group (48 Palace Road, London SW2) have produced a book of rules In
tended to simulate actions between one or two brigades on each side supported by divisional artillery
or even corps artillery where available. They claim that this represents a significant departure from
most rules for this period which tend to be at company level and become unwieldy If applied to larger
formations. Without play—testing these rules It Is not possible to give a fair assessment of them.
However, It Is noted that they are the seventh version that have developed from the playing of a war-
games campaign within the Club. The Introduction admits that a great deal of emphasis Is placed on
the umpire who should have a good knowledge of the rules and period, although the rules can be used
without an umpire when some of the refinements have to be left out. The compilers also admit that
there are a lot of tables In the rules and to become accustomed to the application takes a little time
which they feel Is worth the effort. They suggest that It Is best to start small and try out actions
Involving just a few companies, later larger actions can be fought with greater ease. On perusal, one
notices the system of Target Location with a percentage chance of location at various ranges; and
direct fire categories for targets within sight of the flrer; armour Is classified according to their
general level of protection and ammunition Is allocated and records kept. There Is a system of Infantry
target vulnerability and Infantry reactions are detailed. They seem to be a reasonable attempt at
realism without being quite as complicated as some sets I could mention!



NOTICE BOARD
1978 NA'TIONAL STUDENTS WARGAMES CONVENTION WILL BE HELD AT THE UNIVERSITY OF SUSSEX on 25/26 FEBRUARY

Wargames, painting and modelling competitions, displays, demonstration games, trade stands. Open,
to all Clubs and Societies affiliated to an Institute of Higher Education or 6th Form College. All
enquiries to: - Julian Vyner, University of Sussex Wargames Society, Palmer House, Palmer, Brighton,
Sussex BNI 9QF.

ooOoo

Wargamers in the Ashford area are asked to contact J.A.Skinner of Flint Cottage, 6l Vicarage
Road, Kennington, Ashford, Kent, who will form a Cluh if there is sufficient interest shown.

ooGoo

The NOTTINGHAM WARGAMES ASSOCIATION are holding their ARENA II, sponsored hy the Nottingham Model
Shop, on 4 March 1978, at the Victoria Leisure Centre, Bath Street, Nottingham, 9.30 am to 7 pm,
admission 30p.

There will"he trade stands and Star Invitation games with well known wargamers invited to take
part, with also "Bring and Fight" games where players may bring along units and take part in large
scale games. Prizes will be awarded for various aspects of each game. There will be competition
board games and a large D & D battle.

00000

BACK NUMBERS WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER - November 1968; May 1973 to February 197^ inclusive 20p each
or II for £2.00p including postage (USA/Canada 50c or II for ̂ 5.50). Back numbers March 1974 to date
can be obtained from TRADITION (5a & 5b Shepherd Street, Mayfair, London W.I.) at 40p per copy includ
ing postage.

ooOoo

Rates for classified advertisements on this page are 2p (5c) per word. Send cash and advert to
TRADITION, 5a & 5b Shepherd Street, London W.I.

ooOoo

A NAPOLEONIC SYMPOSIUM

On Saturday, 25th February 1978, Arms and Armour Press, to mark the republication of that famous
book THE ANATOMY OF GLORY by Henry Lachouque and Anne S.K.Brown (with new Introduction by David
Chandler) are holding a Napoleonic Symposium at the Commonwealth Institute, Kensington High Street,
London W3, 9.30 am to 5.30 pm. The programme consists of David Chandler lecturing on The Napoleonic
Art of War; Charles Grant on The Imperial Guard in Action and the second half of the epic Russian
version of the film War and Peace which includes the invasion of Russia to Borodino. Admission by
ticket £2.50p, obtainable from Arms and Armour Press, 2-6 Hampstead High Street, London NW3.

A FORTHCOMING EVENT, OR WHATEVER HAPPENED TO THE K

OLD-FASHIONED WORLD OF WARGAMING? kl

March 10, II, 12, 1978. TEXCON, sponsored by the Austin Brigade of
the Republic of Texas (ABRPT). Held at the historic Stephen F.Austin ) !
Hotel at Seventh and Congress, Austin, Texas. \

\  JTEXCON will feature: Boardgames; Miniatures; Diplomacy; seminars by y J
such personalities as Howard Thompson and Steve Jackson of Metagaming \
Concepts, Forrest Brown of Westwall Enterprises, and Duke ISiefried of \ ( /
Heritage Models; Auction; Numerous Dealers; Commemorative TEXCON stamp \ I /
cancellation; fully embroidered TEXCON patches; New games and miniature A
releases; Militaria; Art Room; Door Prizes; Exhibitions; Costume Competi-
tion; two full days of movies; Custom Trophies; Figure and Diorama Competition including most nation
ally recognised categories.

For further information 'phone Dan Kagan (512) 926-4321 or write TEXCON, P.O.Box 12385, Austin,
Texas 787II. > ^ ,

An extensive promotional programme has been planned for TEXCON. In addition to magazine announce
ments and advertising, flyer distribution at conventions, and other traditional techniques, we have
planned several novel methods of reaching the gaming public. We have arranged to have our flyer included
with mail orders of several manufacturers. We have compiled an extensive list of individuals, gaming
and miniature clubs, dealers and hobby store owners. Free passes are being sent to more than 250
dealers and hobby store owners to encourage a good turnout by retailers of game related merchandise.
We will be including four page flyers and a 20 x 26 inch TEXCON poster for display. This mailout is
planned for the third week of November in time for the Christmas season. Individuals and clubs will
be sent flyers in late December. Several promotional items have been produced including a four colour
heat transfer. Equipment will be available to apply these to T-shirts. Our programme will be in
magazine format and will feature original works in addition to articles reprinted from gaming magazines.
We have arranged for a commemorative stamp cancellation to be prepared for TEXCON by the United States
Postal Service. It will feature the 1936 Texas Independence Centennial, 1945 Texas Statehood, and 1964
Sam Houston commemorative stamps.

Our tournament design and play testing has generated several related articles and many ides for
others.. These range from fictional rationales for our role playing tournaments. Dungeons and Dragons
and Aftermath (man to man tribal warfare through the streets of Austin following a nuclear exchange),
to after action reports and tournaments rules.



RULES FOR MINIATURE WARGAMES IN THE MUSKET ERA

VALLEY FORGE D
A SUPPLEMENT TO VALLEY FORGE

BY DAVID A. WESELY, CPT. USAR

If you liked Valley Forge *, then Valley Forge II
will please you even more. Besides fire tables for
another eight British, French and American guns
and howitzers, there are rules for Indian warfare,
smoke, commanders' competence, fighting at night
and in woods. In addition, abbreviations for written

orders, author's comments and a synopsis of move
ment and formation change rates have now been
provided, to make "the thinking man's rules for the
American Revolution" easier to learn and use.

Over 40 pages of all new material, supplementing
and complimenting the original. Valley Forge II is
now available for £-4 and both volumes, Valley
Forge' and Valley Forge II may be purchased as a
set for£7.

Copyright 1977 David A, Wesely Please -copies of Valley Forge II at £4 each
—sets of both volumes atf 7 per set

TOTAL

Make cheque or money order payable to David A. Wesely.
Send to; David A. Wesely, 936 W. Hwy. 36, St. Paul MN 55113, USA.
All orders received will be filled via air mail; we pay postage.
Dealer Rates available on request.
* {Valley Forge Copyright 1976 TSR Rules)
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WHY NOT LET MINIATURE
WARFARE ltd MAKE IT F

m
. ff f.

REMEiyiBER THB PHOTO DT LAST MOMTH'S ADVERT — our model for a tourist development in Tenerife ?
jAn interested reader liked the "superb presentation" of a modem architectuBal concept, but
could we b;jild historical structures to the same standard ? WE CM, MD WE DO. We produce
any given reference subject to any scale, or develop YOUR own ideas on the subject. This
month's photo above is a practical example of giving the client what HE wants.

This is an imaginary early 18th century 'STAR* TIPE GARRISON POET, in 30mm scale, designed
for practical Wargaming. He enclosed a rou^ sketch-plan of his requirements, overall area
22 z 20 inches, and suggestions for interior facilities he would like if space permitted.
Plus a carrying case for mobility. Could we research and develop the project ?,

The client's reaction on delivery was - "MAGNIFICENT 1" . In view of the limted space problem
we 'cheated' somewhat by reducing scale thickness of the walls and building interior
facilities into them, as can be seen. We managed to include;- Garrison HQ, Officers Quarters,
Troops Quarters, Detention Block, Stables, Commissariat, Covered Well, Underground Magazine,
and Inner Rampart. Removable tops allow defenders to be placed inside Gate Towers and other
sectors. Gates and doors are practical. Everything to scale except steps - enlarged to
accomodate client's 30mm figures as shown and facilitate movement.

All of which is to remind you that MINIATURE WARFARE Ltd offers a truly comprehensite service
and can provide what YOU want - IF WE HAYE'HT GOT IT. WE'LL GET IT FOR YOU - IF WE CM'T GET
II. WE CM PROBABLY MAKE IT i Maybe we can solve YOUR problem ? We specialise in MADB-TO-
OEDER MODELS for those seeking items not commercially available, and/or for manufact^Irers
looking for 'new'ideas and 'master* models to extend or supplement their existing rarges -
Figures, Accessories, Architectural Models, Dioramas, etc, to any scale.

RELIABLE MAIL ORDER SERVICE: „ ,
' ==' More and more Wargamers are finding that we deliver the goods ;

All you do is study the English language publications adverts, and list your requirements.
State title, tererence number and quantity required of each item, plus manufacturer or
publisher's name and listed prices. Total the prices, add packing & postage charges, and send
cash/ sterling cheque/ money order - payable Miniature Warfare Ltd - and we do the rest.
(PacTdng & Postage; U.K. orders £10 or over no charge. Under £10 add 10^ in £. Europe all
orders 13^ in ̂  Overseas Sea Mail 20^ in £. Overseas Airmail 40^ in £.)

MINIATURE WARFARE Ltd, 18b The Pantiles,
TUNRRID6E WELLS, KENT, ENGLAND, phone 37824



32, MANSFIELD LANE, CALVERTON, NOTTINGHAM. Telephone: (0602) 203849

FANTASY FIGURES Ffvl17 Basilisk . . .FM17 Basilisk

MINIATURES
(SALES) LTD.

FD1 Dwarf (two-handed axe or
hamnier 12p

FD2 Dwarf attacking (axe or hammer) .. 12p
FD3 Dwarf thief or Light Infantryman

(sword or spear) 12p
FD4 Dwarf (spear or two-handed axe) .12p
FD4a Dwarf Standard Bearer 15p
FD5 Dwarf Crossbowman/Handgunner

(crossbow or handgun) 12p
FD6 Dwarf Halbardier (assorted

polearms) 12p
FD6a Dwarf Standard Bearer 15p
FD7 Dwarf in Full Mail (sword or

hammer) 12p

F1 Old Wizard (staff) 15p
F2 Fighting Bishop (mace, flail or

hammer) .15p
F3 Young Wizard (dagger) .  15p
1-4 Warrior Priest (mace, flail or

hammer) .  15p
1-5 Thief (swordordagger) 15p
F6 Fat Warrior 15p
FBI Northern Barbarian .  .15p
FM T1

FM2

FM3

FM4

roll(hammerorclub) .
Ogre(hammerorclub)
Gigantic Rat
Were Rat

Giant Rat

Golem

Gargoyle
Harpy
Giant Bat

Salamander

Cockatrice

Owl-Bear

Spectre
Minataur

Unicorn

30p
FM18 Skeleton Warrior 15p
FW1 Woman Warrior in Chainmail and

Shield(swordorhammer) 12p

FG1 Goblin attacking with cleaver 12p
FG2 Great Hobgoblin attacking 25p

FC1 Lord of Chaos mounted on

Hell Horse 60p

VIKINGS
VI Two-handed Axeman ; 12p
V2 Archer 12p
V3 Heavy Infantry with spear 12p
V4 Heavy Infantry with sword 12p
V5 Spearman 12p

GUNFIGHTERS
W1 Doc Holiday 12p
W2 WyattEarp 12p
W3 Buffalo Bill J 12p
W4 Butch Cassidy 12p
W5 Sundance Kid 12p

Rules and Publications
Fantasy Gaming Magazines
White Dwarf 1,2,3.4 50p
Underworld Oracle 1,2,3 35p
TrollcrusherS, 6 45p

New Fantasy miniatures rules
EMERALD TABLET £4.35

Character Sheets, pad of 20 40p

Judge's Guild D & D Aids
City State of the Invincible Overlord
Tegel Manor
Character Chronicle Cards
First Fantasy Campaign
(Blackmoor Castle)

Wargames Research Group Publications
3000BCto1250AD £1.30

1685—1845 £1,30

Armour/1nfantry 1925 — 1950 £1,20
Armour/Infantry 1950—1975 £1.20
Renaissance Rules £1.20
Armies of the Macedonian and

PunicWars £1.80

Wargames Campaigns £1.85
Armies and Enemies of Ancient

Egypt and Assyria £2.70
Armies and Enemies of Imperial Rome .£2.70
Armies of the Greek and Persian Wars ,£2,70

Armies of the Dark Ages £3.50

Fantasy Xmas Cards. 6 for £1.00
Western Gunfight Skirmish Rules £1.80

Postage and Packing
UK — 10% (minimum of 15p)

Overseas — 40% (minimum of 50p)
Orders over £5 post free in the UK,

VISIT OUR MIDLAND STOCKIST

THE NOTTINGHAM MODEL SOLDIER

SHOPj PROPRIETOR JOHN WALKER

Fmitasy Qames Onlimited

From the manufacturers of 'Citadel' and 'Royal
Armies' distributed In the UK by Games Workshop.
•CHIVALRY & SORCERY
Mammoth fantasy role-playing game £6.50
■LORDS & WIZARDS
A fantasy board game £7.95
•DOWN STYPHON
Fantasy rules for games based on Lord Kalvan of
Othenwhen £3.25
•FLASH GORDON & THE WARRIORS OF MONGO
Re-enact the famous adventures of this comic book
hero £3.95

Wl73TEDW?IRF '.Ql
The magazine of Fantasy and Science Rction
gaming published by Games Workshop.
Issue 3 (Oct/Nov) includes Solo Dungeon Mapping.
The Monstermark System, Competitive D&D, Treasure
Chest and News.
Sample copy 50p plus lOp p&p.
Subscriptions £3.00 per annum.
Please make all cheques /POs payable to "WHITE
DWARF", 97 Uxbridge Road, London W12.

NEW TO FANTASY GAMING?
Send 15p in stamps -i- a large stamped (BVap),
address^ enveloj:^ for:
* Our games catalogue

* Our games and figures price lists
* A D&D introductory sheet

• Details of "White Dwarf" magazine

ROLE-PLAYING RULES
Boot Hill (TSR) £3.40
Bunnies & Burrows (FGU) £3,50
En Garde! (GDW) £2.95
Metamorphosis Alpha (TSR) ! . !£3!40
Flash Gordon (FGU) £3.95
The Old West (SW) !!!! ! !! ! !ei!80
SCIENCE FICTION RULES
Galactic Conquest (FGU) £2 35
Star Web fFB) £0.70
TheYthri(MC) K.75

(Saraes ^oRksbop
97 Uxbridge Road,
London W12 8NL
01-749-7049

MAGAZINES & BOOKLETS
"White Dwarf" (GW) Nos. 1,2,3 £0.50
"The Dragon" (TSR) Nos, 7,8,9 £1,25
"The Dungeoneer" (PJ) Nos. 2-5 £0.50
"Little Wars" (TSR) Nos. 1-5 £1.25
"Strategic Review" (TSR) set of 7 £3.30
The Book of Sorcery (LS) £2.50
The Book of Monsters (LS) £2.50
The Book of Demons (LS) £2.50
FANTASY RULES
The Emerald Tablet (CWW) £4.35
TheRingbearer(LS) £1.95
Royal Armies of the Hyborean Age (FGU) ^Esiso
Thane Tostig(Nav) £0.65
D&D and SUPPLEMENTS (TSR)
Dungeons & Dragons £6.75
Chainmail £3.40
Greyhawk | ' .£3^40
Blackmoor £3.40
Eldritch Wizardry £3.40
Gods, Demi-Gods & Heroes £3 40
Swords & Spells £3,40
D&D PLAYING AIDS
Geomorphl—Basic Dungeon (TSfl) £1,50
Geomorphll—Caves & Cavems (TSR) £1.50
Geomorph III—Lower Dungeon (TSR) £1.50
Monster & Treasure Assortment (TSR) £1.50
Character Sheets—Pad of 20 (GW) £0.50
City State of the Invlrrcible Ovetiord (JQ) £6.50
First Fantasy Campaign (JG) £5.95
Tegel Manor (JG) £3.50
Dungeon Tac Cards (JG) £2.75

Character Chronicle Cards (JG) £1.50
Ready Reference Sheets (JG) £2.35
Judges Shield (JG) £1.50
FANTASY GAMES
Battle of Helm's Deep (F&F) £2.40
Battle of the 5 Armies (TSR) £5.25
Dungeon! (TSR) £7.95
Empire of the Petal Throne (TSR) £16.75
Lankhmar(TSR) £6.95
Citadel (FGU) £2.35
Sorcerer (SPI) £6.25
War of the Wizards (TSR) £4.95
White Bear&Red Moon (Chao) £6.95
Nomad Gods (Chao) £6.95
Elric(Chao) £8.75
Troy (Chao) £7.25
Warriors of the Green Planet Trilogy: (F&F)
Warriors of the Green Planet £3.95
War of the Sky Galleons £3.75
Mind War £2.40
WoGP Additional Rules Booklet £0.35
NUCLEAR WAR GAMES
The Warlord (GW) 95
Arms Race (Attack) £4 75
Missile Crisis (Attack) £4^75
SCIENCE FICTION GAMES
Formalhautll (Attack) £4.75
Galactic War (TT) £0.85
Infinity (GoG) £3 25
Outreach (SPI) ! !!!!!!!! £5 75
Rift Trooper (Attack) £5 50
Star Probe (TSR) £4 25
Star Empires (TSR) !!!!!! !£4!95
Star Empires (rules only) ]. . '£3 70
Starlord(FB) .!.!!!£3!l5
Star Raider (Attack) £4 75
Star Soldier (SPI) " £5 75
Stellar Conquest (MC) !!.!.!! !£5!95
Alien Space (L^ £3.40
War of the Star Slavers (Attack) , £8.95
Ogre(MC) El 95
Chitin: 1 (MC) c-i or
Melee (MC) IVgl
Godsfire(MC) £9 85
Starship Troopers (AH) !!!!.'!!!! .Oi.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE POSTAGE & PACKING



Siadraopers
THESE SUPERB FIGURES ARE INSPIRED BY FILMS AND SCIENCE FICTION NOVELS;

STS 1 Trooper in Powered Battle Armour with Missile Launcher.
ST 2 Trooper in Personal Armour Kneeling.
ST 3 Trooper Unarmoured.
ST 4 Star Raider (Enemy Alien)
ST 5 Humanoid Warrior

STS 6 Arachnid Warrior (Giant Spider)
ST 7 Cyborg Warrior
STS 8 Robot Fighting Machine
ST 9 Black Starlord

ST 10 White Starknight
ST 11 Young Hero
ST 12 Humanoid Robot

ST 13 Robot

ST 14 Space Pirate Captain
ST 15 Space Pirate with Missile Launcher
ST 16 Space Pirate with Pulse Rifle

Items coded STS are Special Figures
All others at 12p

NEW

SWORD

AND

SORCERY 25mm

SSS3 Thoth Amon

Seated in throne of

skulls borne by
eight slaves.

Combat Vehicles and

Spacecraft

to follow

Arch-Wizard of the HypertxDrean
age, on impressive skull ornamented throne.

The whole on a litter carried at shoulder height
by eight slaves.

A most Imposing and sinister piece.

INTERSTELLAR CONFLICTS

IN 25mm SCALE

FROM

GARRISON

61 WESTBURY STREET,

THORNABY-ON-TEES,

TEESSIDE.

In USA:

Coulter-Bennet Ltd.,
12158 Hamlin St., North Hollywood,
Calif. 91606.

In France:

Arbois Modelisme,
1222 Rue Bon-Houdart - B.P.32.93700
Drancy.

In Canada:
Sabre Model Supplies,
480 Rideau St., Ottawa, Ontario
KIM 5Z4.

In Australia:
Truescale Model Imports,
P.O. Box 36, Osborne Park, Western
Australia 6017.

EAGLE
MIMA TURES
P.O. BOX 14, BARRY, SOUTH
GLAMORGAN CF6 6YB

Tel. BARRY 740374

We would like to wish all our customers a very Merry Christmas, and
thank you for your continuing support during the year. Below is a
sample of our popular "Crimean War" range which will make excellent
Christmas Presents.

EMB4* Two Br. Officers in winter dress complete with boxes, fire,
coffee pot, cups etc.

EMB5 Private in Greatcoat carrying fire wood
EMB6* Florence Nightingale attending wounded soldier in bed
EMB7 British Surgeon
EMB15* Two British officers discussing Colt and Adams Revolvers
EMB16 Private wearing Greatcoat and full equipment holding

musket and mug
All the above figures can all be complemented with each other.

Single Figures £1.60 — Double Figures* £2.95

New lists available on receipt of SAE. All previous lists cancelled

USA Trade and Retail Distributors:

EXCALIBUR HOBBIES !

170 Mass Avenue,
Arlington, Mass 02174 I
USA I

SKIRMISH LINE MINIATURES

78 Old Farmers Road,

Long Valley
New Jersey 07853
USA

Post and Packing: UK all orders under £5.00 10% minimum 20p
Over £5.00 post free
Overseas surface mail 30% Airmail 60%

NEW ENSIGN WARSHIPS
Metal 1200 Waterline Models

H.M.S. YORK cruiser 1941 £1.50

H.M.S. EXETER cruiser 1939 £1.50

U.S.S.GRIDLEYdestroyer 1942 65p

I.J.N.YUBARIlightcruiser 1942 85p

Introducing a new range of
detailed models

WARSHIPS of TODAY

LEANDER CLASS frigate with SE ACAT £1.00

U.S. SUFFOLK COUNTY CLASS LST £1.50

U.S. AD AMS CLASS DDG guided missile destroyer £1.00

U.S KNOX CLASS DE guided missile destroyer £1.00

U.S. LOS ANGELES CLASS SSN nuclear submarine 40p

Postage 10%: minimum lOp: overseas extra.

Full Catalogue 25p Post Free U.K.

MODEL FIGURES & HOBBIES

LOWER BALLOO ROAD

GROOMSPORT CO. DOWN BT19 2LU N.I.



THE NEW
MODEL ARMY (MINIATURES) LTD

Directors: Eric W. Knowles and Ivy B. Knowles

373 HIGH STREET NORTH, MANOR PARK LONDON. El 2 6PG. Telephone: 01-472 2508
HOURS OF BUSINESS: 9.30am—Spm. MON. TO SAT.—CLOSED ALL DAY THURSDAY.

SPECIAUSING FOR WARGAMERS & MiUTARY FIGURE COLLECTORS
THE FRIENDLY SHOP WITH THE LARGEST WARGAMES FIGURES STOCK IN LONDON

Figures by:

HINCHLIFFE
MINIATURE

FIGURINES
LAMMING
PHOENIX
MINOT
LASSET
ROSE
OLD GUARD
GARRISON
RAY LAMB

How to find us .

Ships by:
NAVWAR

ENSIGN
FLEETLINE

Micro Tanks by:
GHQ
ROS

Micro Scenery by:
M.B.G. &
CANNON

MINIATURES

RUSKIN ARA^
PUBUCHOUSE

EASTHA/M
DISTRICT Lr«

•e-
HGH St NORTH

rl?V/MODEL
/«/MY
No 373

101 Bus route passes door

FULL RANGE OF PLASTIC KITS
AND ALL ACCESSORIES

LIMITED STOCKS OF MINI FIG "S" RANGE
PLEASE SEND S.A.E. FOR LIST

WE DO NOT HAVE ONE COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE
OF ALL THE MANY ITEMS WE STOCK.

ENQUIRIES WELCOME BUT PLEASE ENCLOSE SAE or
IRC FOR REPLY.

MAIL ORDER TERMS: 25p up to £3 and lOp in £ or
part of a £ thereafter. OVERSEAS: Surface add 30%.
Airmail add 60%.

WOT, NO DRA&ONS

DWARFS

WOR DUNGEONS?

NOf ■ NO NODDY NOR BKr-EARS?
BUT OVER 550 WAR&MES ITEMS IN IShm.*'
FROM ANCIENTS Through TO WORLD WAR a

peter LAING 15mm METAL FIGURES

Send 12p for sample figure and full list

PETER LAING

Minden, Sutton St. Nicholas, Hereford HR1 3BD
Tel. 518 (STD 043 272)

♦ TH E" SCALC WlTW R LOT; OF A0VAWTA6E5.

U.S. WaiQomers can obtain PETER LAING's metal 15mm flgutas through
the following dealers

Soldier World, USA. P.O. Box175 Shiewsbury. PA 17361

The Three Musgueteers 10531 Santana St, Lakeside, CA 92040
Thor's 70C {Tactical Operations Center) Box 297, Ft. Ivleade MD 20755

The Little Soldier 1776 Plaza, 1776 East Jefferson St., Rockville, MD 20852

Royal Hobby Shop 3806 East State Street. Rockford, ILL 61107

AUSTRALIA

sole agents

Battlefield P.O. Box 47 Wahroonga 2076 Australia



If you want your wargame figures to be more than
coloured counters • If you are a connoisseur collector

If you want quality and value for money ...
.  . . then

Hamming jUmiatures
are what you are looking for.

From Ancients to Napoleonics in beautifully detailed 25mm scale cast in high quality metal

And now, with the same fine detail, separate weapons etc. 20mm WW II British & Germans
(USA etc. to follow) also authentic medieval campaign & battle rules.

Send 25p for catalogue to 45 Wenlock Street, Hull, HU3 1DA (overseas 50p)

We shall be at Leeds University Union (Riiey Smith Hail) on 10 Dec.
I

Main Canadian & USA Stockists:—

FROST MINIATURES, 11516-41 AVE, EDMONTON, ALBERTA T6J 0V1
THE THREE MUSQUETEERS, 10531 SANTANA ST, LAKESIDE, CA 92040
0. S. & D. INC., 731 S. UNIVERSITY BLVD, DENVER, COLORADO 80209
C. H. JOHNSON, 1313 WICKAPECKO DR, WANAMASSA, N.J. 07712

LAMMING MINIATURES 45 WENLOCK STREET HULL HU3 IDA TELEPHONE 26896

h removable roof) S

^movable roof) S

tage

oubt 3

k Sections ( 2 per pack) 4

is ( 4 per pack) |4
Sections (2 per pack) i2
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HAS EVERY BOARD WARGAME ^ ^
At Games Centre, we have almost 2,500 different items always in stock, including every board wargame,
fantasy-game, rule book and magazine you've ever heard of — by S.P.i., Avaion Hill, Game Designers'
Workshop, Battieiine, Metagaming Concepts, T.S.R. and many more.

in at one of our shops, you can be sure of friendly personal service, and advice if you need it.

16J Hanway Street 2 Castle Street
London W1A 2LS Kingston Upon Thames llVllii L.^) i[\1
01-6368278 01-5496486 „

Open SIX days a week — browsers welcome

Write for details of games by mail order — or see our advertisement each month in "Games & Puzzles"

HARROW
TELEPHONE:

01-863

9788

THE MODEL SHOP

190-194 STATION ROAD

HARROW, MIDDX.

JACKLEX 20 mm foot 9p CAV
NEW! Mule drawn Maxim Gun and Crew £1 -35

NEW! The Sudan Campaign
Colonial Supply Wagon with four horse team etc £3 00

set

E6 Egyptian Camel Corps Trooper 35p
E7 Egyptian Camel Corps Off. 35p
F8 Baggara Swordsman on Camel 35p
F9 Baggara Rifleman on Camel 35p
F10 Baggara Standard Bearer on Camei 35p

F1 Hadendowah Swordsman
F2 Hadendowah Spearman
F3 Beja-Ben Amir Swordsman

El Sudanese/Egyptiari Inf. Advancing
E2 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Firing
E3 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Off.
E4 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Lancer
E5 Sudanese/Egyptian Inf. Cav' Off.

F4 JIhadia Rifleman
F5 Jihadia Swordsman
F6 Spearman
F7 Standard Bearer

COLONIAL CATLING GUN AND THREE CREW 70p
COLONIAL MULE GUN TEAM SET
6 mules, 6 handlers, 1 mountain gun
Ammo Box's etc. £3.(X

COLONIAL FIELD GUN AND LIMBER SET
1 field gun. limber. 6 horse team
horse riders, limber riders, etc.. £3.0C

NAVAL BRIGADE

N1 Advancing
N2 Standing Firing
N3 Running Rifle Separate
N4 Off.

COLONIAL PERIOD 1890-1900 BRITISH ARMY

B1 Officer Marching
B2 Officer Firing Pistol
B3 Inf. Lying Firing
B4 Inf. Kneeling Firing

CAV' 20p B5 Inf. Standing Firing
£•1 35 B6 Inf. Advancing

B7 Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate
B8 Inf. Marching

£3 00 89 Highland Off. Marching
set BIO Highland Off. Firing Pistol
35p B11 Highland Inf. Lying Firing
35p B12 Highland Inf. Kneeling Firing
35p B13 Highland Inf. Standing Firing
35p B14 Highland Inf. Advancing
35p B15 Highland Inf. Advancing Rifle Separate

B16 Highland Inf.
BC1 Cavalry Officer
BC2 Cavalry Lancer
BC3 Cavalry Trooper
INDIAN ARMY REGULAR
B17 Officer Marching
BIS Officer Firing Pistol
B19 Infatitry Lying Firing
B20 Infantry Kneeling Firing
B21 Infantry Standing Firing
B22 Infantry Advancing
B23 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
B24 Infantry Marching
B25 Infantry (Punjabi) on Guard

'^P BC4 Cav' (Bengal) Lancer
ZULU WAR
BRITISH ARMY

E3.00 BZ1 Officer Marching
BZ2 Officer Firing Pistol
BZ3 Infantry Lying Firing

£3.00 BZ4 Infantry Kneeling Firing
8Z5 Infantry Standing Firing
BZ6 Infantry Advancing
BZ7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
BZ8 Infantry Marching
ZULUS
ZZ1 Zulu Chief

dY ZZ2 Zulu Carrying Assagi
ZZ3 Zulu Throwing Assagi

INDIAN FRONTIER TRIBESMAN
T1 Chier

T2 Tribesman Lying Firing

T3 Tribesman Kneeling Firing
T4 Tribesman Standing Firing
T5 Tribesman Charging with Sword & Shield
TCI Cavalry Chief
TC2 Cavalry Charging with Sword
TC3 Cavalry Charging with Rifle
TC4 Cavalry Charging with Rifle slung
RUSSIAN ARMY 1900

R1 Infantry On Guard Position
R2 Infantry Standing Firing
R3 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
R4 Infantry Advancing
R5 Infantry Officer Firing
R6 Cavalry Trooper
R7 Cavalry Officer
RB Cossack Lancer
R9 Cossack Off.

Colonial Field Gun 60p
Colonial Mountain Gun 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (British) Consisting of 1 Officer. 1
Gunner with shell, 1 Gunner with Ramrod. 1 Gunner
Kneeling. Set 60p
Colonial Gun Crew (Indian) Consisting of 1 Officer Looking
through Binoculars
1 Gunner Kneeling with Shell
1 Gunner Kneeling with Ramrod
1 Gunner Kneeling. Set 60p
FIRST WORLD WAR

GERMAN ARMY
HI Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H2 Infantry Advancing
H3 Infantry Standing Firing
H4 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H5 Infantry Officer
BRITISH ARMY

H6 Infantry Advancing
H7 Infantry Advancing Rifle Separate
H8 Infantry Standing Firing
H9 Infantry Bomb Thrower
H10 Infantry Officer
All First War Figures wearing steel helmets.

Mail Order: Add 20p p. & p. up to £5. Over, post free U.K. only
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*25mm T radition wargame figures.

*35mm figures by Clive Knight.

*54mm animated figures by Chas.
C. Stadden and other makers.

*54mm Tradition figures in kit
form.

*54mm diorama figures by Aian
Caton.

*90mm figures by Chas. C. Stadden.

*110mm figures by Ron Cameron.

*Painted figures in most scales.

Numerous reference books and

painting guides.

Paints and brushes.

Did Britains and other collector's

models.

*80mm figures by Jeff Willis.
Gifts and souvenirs of a military

80mm figures by Aian Caton. nature.

Pius a selection of miiitaria and military prints.

*\Ne are the sole makers of these figures and carry the
largest and most comprehensive selection to be found anywhere.

Nearest Underground and buses: Green Park and Hyde Park Corner.
Buses to Park Lane Hilton.

For those unable to visit us please add postage and packing
on all mail orders -10% in U.K., 20% Overseas.

OPEN: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 9-6. SATURDAY 9-4.

AND FOR THE COLLECTOR OF FINE MILITARY ANTIQUES, OUR NEW MILITARIA SHOP AT

10 WHITEHORSE STREET, W.I.
(adjoining Shepherd Street)

VIEWING BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

STOP PRESS - LATEST RELEASE - AVAILABLE NOW...

90mm SWEDISH FIELD ARTILLERY OFFICER 1900 by Jeff Wiiiis £4.25

irii:*ci,dLjLlbiLoitiL

5A & 5B SHEPHERD STREET - MAYFAIR ■ LONDON W1 ■ Tel: 01 -493 7452



THE GIANT OF THE DESERT WAR.

HII^HII

Armed with a 75mm gun, capable of punching
holes in all but the thickest armour, theAmericanMS
Lee tank proved a formidable fighting machine in
battles with the Germans in North Africa.

The Leefought the German Panzer IV's and
Tiger I's in Tunisia and despite heavy losses turned
thetideof battle infavour of the Allies.

Towering some 11 feet above the ground, the
Lee was, undoubtedly, thegiant of the Desert War.

Nowthisfamoustank is included in the Airfix
1:32nd scale AFV range of kits. It incorporates
elevatingguns,revolvingturrets, flexible tracks and
all the external equipment it carried in service.

Three sets of authentic decals are provided
plus a full painting guide.

Technical Details

Engine -400 hp air-cooled radial

Maximum Speed -22mph
Battle Wfeight -60,0001b

Height -lift

Armament -75mm gun, 37mm gun,
30 cal machine gun

AMERICAN M3 LEE TANK 1933
1:32 Scale Armour Series.

jRFi:

DESL1TH (Print & Design) LTD., 30 Queens Terrace, Southampton, England


